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ABSTRACT

This joint Federal Civil Defense Administration-Atomic Energy Commission project was
conducted to evaluate several shelter designs.

Two underground shelters (50-man capacity), one open and oue closed, were exposed to
the open shot, and two were exposed to an earlier shot (at 1050 ft). Three basement exit shelters
were exposed to the early shot at 1350 ft; four were exposed to the open shot, two at 1270 ft and
two at 1470 ft. Groups of three aboveground utility type shelters, one of masonry blocks, one
of precast reinforced concrete, and one of poured-in-place reindorced concrete, were placed at
2250, 2750, and 3750 ft from the open shot. Reinforced-concrete bathroom shelters were
placed in rambler type houses (Project 31J) at 2700 and 10,500 ft from the open shot. Three
types of basement shelters were constructed in two frame houses (Project 31.1) at 5500 and
7800 ft, and two types of basement shelters were constructed in two brick houses (Project 31.1)
at 4700 and 10,500 ft from the same burst.

Instrumentation consisted of Wiancko pressure gauges, q-tubes, temperature- and noise-
metering devices, gamma-radiation film dosimeters, and neutron detectors. No mesurement
of structural behavior were made. Mannequins were placed in some shelters on the open shot
for demonstration purposes.

On neither shot was structural damage sustained by the large underground personnel
shelters. Occupants of the closed shelter would not have been disturbed by blast, debris, or
radiation. Damage to the basement exit shelters was inversely proportional to their distance

from Ground Zero (GZ) and was directly proportional to the amount of opening in the entrance.
The closed shelter at the greatest distance received the least damage but was rot satisfactory
as a personnel shelter at the lowest pressure tested. Utility shelters provided unsatisfactory
protection from radiation. All indoor family type shelters were satisfactory as tested and
would have provided adequate protection for occupants.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVE

The primary purpose of Projects 34.1 and 4.3 was to evaluate shelter designs proposed by
the Federal Civil Defense Administration (FCDA) for protection against nuclear and thermal
radiation and blast effects. The effectiveness of two types of protective ventilation for buried
shelters was evaluated by the Army Chemical Center. Advantage was taken of the Instrumenta-
tion provided for Program 33 to obtain a better understopiling of blast loading Inside an uder-
ground shelter.

1.2 BACKGROUND

Lehigh University lnstitute of Research designed for FCDA several types of home shelters
of which four types [(I) covered-trench, (2) metal-arch, (S) wood-arch, and (4) basement lean-
to] were field-tested during Operation Buster-Jangle.t Weaknesses in the more successful of
these shelters were strengthened, and these modified versions, together with designs of now
shelter types, were tested during Operation Upshot-Knothole.' A basement lean-to sheftr
similar to that tested during Operation Buster-Jangle and a newly designed basement orer-
room shelter were located in the basements of two frame test houses on Operation Upeut-
Knothole. The huses were exposed to approximately 5 and 1.7 pa, but no instrumeittem w
provided to determine the relation of outside overpressure to that to which occupsats of tie
shelter would have been subjected. The manner in which failure of these two frame houes
occurred was such that maxdmum debris did not load the shelters. k was desired also t test
these shelters under the greater debris load of a brick house. T-us, for Operation Teapot, base-
ment lean-to (Figs. 1.1 end 1.2) and basement corner-room shelters (Iva. 1.3 and 1.4) ware
placed in all the brick and frame houses with basements. The designs were essentially so
same as those tested on Operation Upshot-Knothole ecept that the width of the basement iean-
to shelter had been reduced from I to 6 ft. A shelter consisting of a narrow room of reoerced
concrete was constructed In the basement nat to the stair well of the frame houses of Qera-
tins Teapot (Figs. 1.1 and 1.4).

ine many houses in the United Sltates do not have basements, mother new type of Ibor
home shelter was designed by FCDA. This consisted of modifying the bathroom of a cenvem-
Uosd oas-stery frame residence built on a flat slab. athirom walls and ellng were made
of e-in. reinfbre comerte, the thiess of the for slab was Ireased from 4 to 12 in., and
the window sod door were covered with blast doors made of two thicknesses of 1-La. pl wod
which were glued and srwed together (Fis. 1.7 and 1.1).

A basement exit shelter which coeaete to the ho se through 1e basement wall was alo
tested during Opera Ueot- Othee. she lter was eemeed to about U psi and wa

13
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Fig. 1.3 -Basement comner -room shelter.
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Fig. 1.5 -Sketch of basement concrete roomn shelter.
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located with the entrance end toward Ground Zero (GZ) with the entrance oriented 900 from GZ.
It was desired to evaluate this shelter at a higher pressure level, with a blast-resistant door,
and at its most vulnerable orientation with the entrance facing GZ. Other than the addition of
the door, the only significant change in the Upshot-Knothole design was an increased thickness
of reinforced concrete in the wall of the entrance (Figs. 1.9 through 1.11). For Operation Tea-
pot three shelters were tested on the earlier shot: one with the four-section door closed, one
with the two center sections of the door removed, and one without a door. Shelters on the open
shot were tested in pairs, one with the door closed and one without a door, each at two different
pressure levels. The varying door openings were a requirement of Program 33 but gave in-
formation on the overpressures to which occupants would be subjected under the conditions
tested.

An aboveground utility type shelter was designed by Ammann & Whitney from a concept
furnished by FCDA, which could be used as a tool shed when not needed as a shelter (Figs. 1.12
through 1.14). Inside floor dimensions were 6 by 6 ft, and the interior was 7 ft high. Walls were
6 in. thick, except the wall with the door, which was 8 in. thick. An outside blast door of 3- by
8-in. lumber was provided. Three variations of this shelter were designed and constructed-
masonry block, precast reinforced concrete, and poured-in-place reinforced concrete. One
of each of the three types was tested at three different pressure levels.

The FCDA was aware of the need for providing shelters for industrial and civic use and
furnished requirements to Ammann & Whitney, who designed an underground personnel shelter
to accommodate 50 persons (Figs. 1.15 through 1.17, earlier shot; Fig. 1.18, open shot).Two

were built for the open shot and two for the earlier shot. One of each pair was modified by a
reinforced-concrete partition dividing the shelter into two chambers, each 12 by 12 by 6 ft (Figs.
1.19 through 1.21). These were tested with doors and escape hatches open but partially ob-
structed (hatches had air Inlet -19-in, diameter for the earlier shot; 36-in. diameter for the
open shot) to meter air into the chambers at a rate satisfactory to the requirements of the
biomedical program (Program 33). The room into which the escape hatch entered is referred
to as the "slow-fill's room and the other as the "fast-fill" room. Three shelters were oriented
with the entrance toward GZ, and the fourth (Station 34.3 a-2) was rotated 900 counterclockwise
(Fig. 1.22).

Table 1.1 lists the shelters tested on Operation Teapot. Actual station numbers are used
for the open shot; station designations selected only for purposes of this report are used for
the early shot. Five outdoor underground personnel types were tested on the earlier shot
(Fig. 1.22). Six outdoor underground, nine outdoor aboveground, and twelve indoor shelters
were tested on the open shot (Fig. 1.23).

1.3 INSTRUMENTATION

Gauges allotted to each shelter are listed in Table 1.1; gauge locations within the shelters
are shown in Figs. 1.1, 1.4, 1.8, 1.9, 1.12, 1. 17, 1.18, and 1.19. The locations of ground baffle
gauges provided by Project 39.2 (reference 3) for measuring "free field" preassures are
shown in Figs. 1.22 and 1.23. Instrumentation for noise was made for the benefit of Project 33.2
and is covered in the Project 33.2 report.4 Temperature gauges in the open group shelters were
designed to measure transient temperatures (see Chap. 4 for gauge details).

REFERENCES

1. A. P. Flynn, FCDA Family Shelter Evaluation, Operation Buster Report, WT-359, March
1952.

2. J. B. Byrnes, Effects of an Atomic Explosion on Underground and Basement Type Home
Shelters, Operation Upshot-Knothole Report, WT-801, March-June 1953.

3. G. W. Rollosson, Static and Dynamic Overpressure Measurements, Operation Teapot Report,
ITR-1192 (to be superseded by WT-1192).

4. F. G. Hirsch et al., The Effects of Noise on Biological Systems, Operation Teapot Report,
WT-tl80, December 1955.
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Fig. 1.10-Exterior of basement exit shelter.

NI

Fig. 1.11 -Interior of basement exit shelter.
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Fig. 1.15-Interior of underground personnel shelter (unfinished), Station 1.

Fig. 1.16 -Interior of underground personnel shelter (finished); Station 1.
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Fig. 1.20 - Fast-fill room of partitioned underground personnel shelter; Station 2.

Fig. 1.21 -Slow-fill room of partitioned underground personnel shelter; Station 2.
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Table 1.1-SUMMARY OF SHELTERS TESTED

Desired Actual
over- over-

Project Distance, pressure, pressure.
No. Structure Station No. Shot ft psi psi instrumentation

34. 1& Basement lean-
to shelters

Brick house 31.1 &-1 Open 4,700 S 4.85-.1 I pressure
Brick house 31.1 a-2 10.500 1.7
Frame house 31.1 b-i 5,S00 4
Frame house 31.1 b-2 7,800 2.5

34.ia Basement corer-
room shelter

Brick house 31.1 a-i Open 4,700 6
Brick house 31.1 a-2 10.500 1.7
Frame house 31.1 b-I 5.500 4 3.75 I pressure
Frame house 31.1 b-2 7,800 2.5

34.1a Basement rein-
forced concrete

Frame house 31.1 b-i Open 5.500 4
Frame house 31.1 b-2 7,800 2.5

34.1a Reinforced-con-
crete bathroom
shelter

Rambler house 31.1 c-1 Open 4,700 5 4.85-5.1 1 pressure
Rambler house 31.1 c-2 10,500 1.7

34.1b Masonry utility 34.1g Open 2,350 13
type shelters 34.1 J 2,780 10

34.1 m 3.750 7 7.8

34.1b Reinforced-con- 34.1 f Open 2,250 13 1 pressure
crete utility 34.1 i 2.750 10 I pressure
type shelters 34.1 1 3.750 7 7.8 1 pressure
(poured-in-place)

34.1b Reinforced-con- 34.1 e Open 2,250 13
crete utility 34.1 h 2,750 10
type shelters 34.1 k 3,750 7 7.8
(precast)

34. lb Basement exit
shelters

Closed 3 Early 1,350 45 2 pressure
Partly open 4 1,350 45 2 pressure

Open 5 1.350 45 2 pressure
Closed 34.1 c-i . Open 1.270 55 1 pressure

Open 34.1 c-2 1,270 55 1 pressure
Closed 34.1 d-I 1,470 35 1 pressure

Open 34.1 d-2 1,470 35 1 pressure
34.3 Group shelters

Structural I Early i,080 3 pressure.
I notes

Biomedical 2 Esrly 1,080 It pressure,

a temperature.
i dynamic
pressure

Structural 34.3 a-2 Open 1,050 3 pressure.
I nose.
I acceleratioe

Biomedical 34.3 b-2 Open 1.00 15 p .
I nise.

I temperaure.
I dynamic
pressure

34.3 Blast line Early 1,050 1 pressure
1,350 1 pressure

Open 1,050 1 pressure
1,270 i pressure
1,470 1 pressure
2,250 1 pressure
2,780 to I pressure
3,780 7 7.8 1 pressure
4.700 5 4.35-5.1 3 pressure

1O,0 1.7 1.7-2.1 3 pressure
15,000 1 1.26 1 pressure
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CHAPTER 2

NUCLEAR RADIATION PENETRATION

2.1 RADIATION DETECTORS

Gamma radiation was measured with film dosimeters developed by the National Bureau of
Standards.' Each dosimeter contained five film types of overlapping ranges. Where radiation
intensity was expected to be high, low-range film was replaced with very high range film.

Gold, sulfur, germanium,' and chemical neutrons threshold detectors were used. Gold
detectors give an index of the number of neutrons per square centimeter in that portion of the
energy spectrum up to 4 ev. Sulfur detectors range above 3 Mev. Germanium detectors cover
the range above 1000 ev, with readings based on the permanent change in electrical conductivity
of germanium caused by a neutron flux. Single-phase chemical dosimeters have a greater
sensitivity to fast neutrons (0.5 to 8.0 Mev) than do two-phase types. Hence, if both types of
chemical dosimeters are irradiated by a mixture of fast neutrons and gammas, either radia-
tion can be estimated with reasonable accuracy.3

For locations and readings of dosimeters placed in the shelters, see Figs. 2.6 through
2.13 and Tables 2.2 through 2.12. Neutron measurements were not made in utility or indoor
family type shelters.

2.2 INCIDENT RADIATION

2.2.1 Gamma Radiation

Project 39.6 measured incident gamma radiation,4 and values of the dosimeters give a plot
of incident gamma radiation vs distance for the open shot. Incident gamma radiation on the
open shot was measured along a 90 and a 290 ° line; the shelters were located on a 150 ° line.
Because the direction of fall-out was 325, the radiation measured along the 90 ° line is prob-
ably more nearly that on the shelter line and hence was used in Fig. 2.1.

2.2.2 Neutron Radiation

On open shot, detectors were placed at six distances out to 5500 ft. Detectors at the
two closer stations were buried 4 in., and the last two were at or near ground surface. The
solid line in Fig. 2.2 was chosen as the most accurate representation of the fast-neutron
radiation. This presupposes that the differences between the solid and dashed lines are due to
attenuation through 4 in. of soil and that the difference in the third station is due to reduction of
fast neutrons by the masonry shelter.

It is interesting to note that for thermal neutrons the flux inside the masonry shelter is
consistent with measurements outside the shelters at other distances. It may be that any slow
neutrons that were filtered out in passing through the masonry were replaced by an equal num-
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her degraded from those starting through at higher energies or that some of those which pene-
trated the shelter bounced around so that they had more than one chance to be captured by the
detector.

2.3 UNDERGROUND PERSONNEL SHELTER (STRUCTURAL)

Open Shot (Station 34.3 a-2)

Gamma film dosimeters were recovered at H+ 10 hr, and therefore the readings (Fig. 2.3)

show total gamma dosage for 10 hr plus the radiation the dosimeters recorded while being re-

moved from the area. Since the minimum reading is 1.0 r, no more could have been received

during recovery, and the amount was probably much less.

i 3.3 a 150
•1.0 soso

1. 7

3.o Anz || | 2'l4,o°°oo

• 1.0 • 2.3 1.10, 97000
€ 

-7

Fig. 2.3 -Gamma radiation (in roentgens) In undergr'ound persmone shelter

(structural), open shot; Station 34.3 a-2, 1050 ft.

The ratio of the gamma radiation inside the closed shelters on the two shots was quite dif-

ferent from the ratio of their incident gamma radiations. Although gamma-radiation levels in-

side the shelters were low on both shots, it would be interesting to know whether the difference

inside is related to the magnitude of the incident radiations or whether the dosimeters were
merely reading a contribution from thermal neutrons inside one of the shelters. It is reported
that the film dosimeter records 4 x 101 thermal neutrons as i r (of Co" gamma rays).6 Ther-
mal-neutron flux inside these shelters was below this value (4 x 10 was the highest), but, since
gamma-radiation levels were always below 3 r, it Is possible that this small flux could have

made a fractional contribution which could account for the Increase.
Three pairs of neutron detectors were placed in this shelter. The sulfur readings were

2 x 10 neutrons/cm' at the west (entrance) end of the main room, 2.94 x 10? at the center, and
4.01 x 108 at the east end. Gold readings were 7.75 x 106, 8.85 x 106, and 2.33 x 108 at the same
locations?5

Readings of sulfur detectors are particularly interesting since a layer of boron-containing

colemanite was spread on the ground surface above the west half of the main room but not over
the east half. Detectors placed 4 in. under the colemanite did not show any noticeable reduc-
tion in the fast-neutron flux, but they showed a reduction of the thermal-neutron flux to about
one-half that where there was no colemanite. The reduction of fast neutrons inside the shelter

in relation to the placement of colemanite is probably only coincidental.

2.4 UNDERGROUND PERSONNEL SHELTER (BIOMEDICAL)

Open Shot (Station 34.3 b-2)

Estimated incident radiation (Fig. 2.1) was 57,000 r; thus the 50,000 r measured in the
stair well (Fig. 2.4) was nearly the full incident dose. The average of three readings at the
landing of this shelter was more than five times the average of the readings at the same loca-
tion on the closed shelter (34.3 a-2). This is a measure of the shielding effectiveness of the re-

a The gold detector at one position was lost.
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Fig. 2t.4-Gammt radiation (in roentg4ns) in underg~round personel shelter
(biomedical), open shot; Statin 34.2 b-2, 1050 ft.

inforced-concrete sliding door covering the closd shelter. The reading at the foot of the stairs
Is significantly below that at the landing. Readings inside the fast-fill side varied from 30 to
'10 r.

Gamma-radiaion intensity in the slow-fill aide varied from about 1000 r directly under
the escape hatch to 190 r at the diagonally opposite corner. The radition gradient in thi
chamber plus the generally higher level of radiation when compared with the fast-fill chamber
can be attributed to the amount of radiation scatter from the escape-hatch opening.

Doth fast- and slow-neutron fluxes were greater immediately below the open escape hatch
of the slow-fill chamber than at the foot of the entrance stairs, and the slow-neutron flux was
greater by a larger factor than the fast-neutron flux.

2.5 BASEMENT EXIT SHELTERS

Open Shot (Stations 34.1 c-I, c-2, d-1, d-2)

Incident radiation is estimated (Fig. 2.1) to be 35,000 r for shelters at 1270 ft and 23,500 r
for those at 1470 ft. Gamma radiation was attenuated toward the closed end of the shelters
(Fig. 2.5). It Is shown in Fig. 2.5 that the doors remained in place long enough to keep out some
of the contaminated materials so that the general radiation Level in the closed shelters was one-
half or one-third that in the open shelters.

Neutron detectors show a lower neutron flux inside the closed shelters than inside the open
shelters.

2.6 UTILITY TYPE SHELTERS

Open Shot (Stations 34.1 c to m)

Shelters located at 2250, 2750, and 3750 ft were subjected to an estimated (Fig. 2.1) inci-
dent gamma radiation of 5750, 2600, and 630 r, respectively. For each, the average radiation
(average of all film packets) inside each shelter showed gamma radiation to be one-hall to one-
third that outside.

Program 32 placed neutron detectors only in the masonry block shelter, which was de-
stroyed. As pointed out earlier, thermal neutrons measured by the gold detector were the same
as would have been expected outside, whereas fast neutrons were only one-fifth of those to be
expected outside (Fig. 2.2).

* 2.7 INDOOR FAMILY TYPE SHELTERS

Open Shot

The averages of gamma-radiation measurements inside the shelters and incident radiation
estimated from Fig. 2.1 are shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1-AVERAGE GAMMA RADIATION INSIDE FAMILY TYPE SHELTERS

Estimated Reinforced-
Ground incident Basement Basement Basement concrete
distance, radiation, lean-to, corner room, concrete room, bathroom,

ft r r r r r

4,700 to0 6.7 28.00 51.00
5,500 70 2.48 21.00 1.77
7,800 il 0.67 1.22 0.20

10,500 0.3 0.10 0.13 0.24

REFERENCES

1. M. Ehrlich, Delayed Gamma-ray Measurem,3nts: Film Dosimeter Measurements, Operation
Greenhouse Report, WT-81, May 1952.

2. B. Cassen et al., Measurement and Permanent Recording of Fast Neutrons by Effects on
Semiconductors, Operation Teapot Report, WT-1170.

3. G. V. Taplin et al., Measurement of Initial and Residual Radiations by Chemical Methods,
Operation Teapot Report, ITR-117i (to be superseded by WT-iil).

4. L. J. Deal, Gamma and Neutron Radiation Measurements, Operation Teapot Report,
ITR-1174 (to be superseded by WT-1174).

5. P. B. Harris, Physical Measurement of Neutron and Gamma Radiation Dose from High
Neutron Yield Weapons and Correlation of Dose with Biological Effect, Operation Teapot
Report, ITR-116'7 (to be superseded by WT-1167).
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Table 2.2-UNDVIRUND MZYONZL BULTIEN O TURAI
Open shot. Statio 34.3 a-2 (105 A1)

Matm dsietesr

Pt. l~aisDosimeter No.a eading, r

I Center of top riser 48W-N 24,00
I Cunter of top riser 411821-11 27.0W0

IIt abov, floor slab 4S82-N 7.0
2l t a ove floor slab 4 5822-H 1 100

3 1 ft Ibo- floor slab 46825-N 120
3 4 ft above floor -ab issue- ISO

4 Alid-point of door. outide 42473 20
4 Md-point of door. ouside 42474 30
5 Mid-polnt of door. iade 42471 20
s Med-point of door. IambI. 42472 25

* 4 at abov, floor slab 42475 1.3
1 4 ft above floor slab 42476 LO
7 4 ft abov, floor slb42477 2.2
6 4 ft above floor slab 42478 1.0

3 4 ft above floor slb42479 1.2
* On floor slab directly wtider

10 4 ftaboe floor slab 42481 1.6
10 4 ftaoefloor slb448 .

11 0n floor slab 4484 1.
12 M&Pont O MM424a 1.

13 5 t above floor elab, 2 ft in from
W a ll 42486 3.7

14 5ft above floor sal 2 tin from

is on topcof flter 4488 7.5
is6 O top of ilter 42400 1.2

Neutron detectrs

17 At floor slab Gold 5457-iso58 1 e
to At floor slab Chemical (Single phase) 10

it At floor slab Chemical ifoahie phase) 25

al-ra dosmeter are indicated by an "WI following the dosmeter number.

Fig. S.6- ilmn dosimeter and 69urn detector locations In underground
peresnel sheker (structural). open s Ration 34.3 a-2, 1050 ft.
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Table 2.3- UNDERGROUND PERSONNEL SHELTER (BIOMEDICAL)
Open shot, Stalom 34.3 b-2 (1050 ft)

FIln dosimeters

Pt. Location Dosimeter No.5  Reading. r

I Intersection of roof and wall 45827-H lost
1 4 ft above floor 45828-H lost
1 Intersection of wall and floor 45829-H 50,000
2 Intersection of roof and wall 46830-H 650
2 4 ft above floor 42490 940
2 Intersection of wall and floor 42831 730
3 Under bench 42832 30
3 Under bench 42833 45
3 Under bench 42834 60
4 On camera mount, Inside 42835 40
4 On camera mount, outside 42836 30
5 Under seat 42837 50
5 Under mat 42838 70
6 On vent pipe 42839 70
6 On vent pipe 42840 Lost
7 At roof 42891 480
S At roof 42892 320
9 At roof 42893 240

10 At floor S in. from aide wall 42894 930
11 At floor Ift 6in. fromsde wan 42895 Lost
12 At floor 2 ft 6 in. from aide wall 42896 1,000
13 Under bench 42897 1,200
13 Under bench 42898 390
13 Under bench 42899 300
14 Intersection of roof and wall 42900 190
14 3 ft6 In. above floor 42901 190
14 1 ft 0 n. above floor 42902 190
15 Camera mount, Inside 43900 90
15 Camera mount, outside 43927 Lost

Neutron detectors

Pt. Location Type NO. Reading

I Upper part of Germanium 290 b
entry, mouth
will

I Upper part of Germanium 291 b
entry, south
wall

I Upper part of Germanium 292 b
entry, mouth
wall

I Upper part of Germanism 293 b
entry, south
wall

I Upper part of Germanium 294 b
entry, mouth
wall

2 Lower part of Germanium, 265 b
entry, west
wall

2 Lower part of Germanium 286 b
entry, west
wall
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Table 2.3-MoCanadl

Pt. Location Type No. Bading

2 Lower part of Germanium 287 b
entry, west
wall

2 Lower part of Gernmium 2e6 b
entry, west
wall

2 Intersection Of Sulfur 152 1.62 x IO0
wall and floor

2 Intersection Of Gold 551-552 1.03 x IOU
wall and floor

3 Intersection ot Chemical (singe phase) 14
wall and roof

3 Intersection of Chemical Odouble phase) 30
wall and roof

3 Under beach Chemical (single phase) 15
3 Under bench Chemical (double phase) 24

11 Below escape Chemical (ainge phase) 11
hatch on
floor

It Below eacape Chemical (double phase) 21
hatch on
floor

1i Below eacape Sulfur 131 5.03 x 101
hatch on
floor

11 Below escape Gold 621 -62 8.56 x to',
hatch on
floor

11 Below escape Germanium 283 b
hatch on
floor

11 Below escape Germanium 264 b
hatch on
floor

Hligh-range douimetera are indicated by an "H11" following the dosimeter number.
b Resuts inconclusive (see Report WT-1170, reference 2).

Fig. 2.7-Film dosimeter and neutron detector locations in underground
personnel shelter (biomedical), open shot; Station 34.3 b-2. 1080 ft.
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Table 2.4-ABIUONT EUT 9UZLTEU (CLOSED)
Open abet Itatio. 34.1 c -1 (1270 ft)

Film dosimeters

Pt. Lo0cation Dosimeter No.9 Beading. r

I Center of top riser 46131-H 52,000
1 Center of top risler 46132-H 55,000
2 Undersurface of wooden door between 45631-H 70,000

doors 2 and 3
2 Undersurface of wooden door between 45832-H 56,000

doors 2 and 3
3 Undersurface of wooden door, mid- 45833-H Lost

point of door 3
3 Undersurface of wooden door, mild- 45834-H Lost

point of doorS3
4 Intersection of roof and wall 1 ft I in. 42903 160

from far end
5 intersection of roof and wall 2 ft 1 in. 42904 160

from far end
6 intersection of roof and wall 3 ft tIin. 42905 170

from far end
7 Intersection of roof and wall 4ft Iin. 42906 190

from far end
8 intersection of roof and wall 5 ft I in. 42907 220

from far end
9 Intersection of roof and wall 6ft Iin. 42908 210

from far end
10 intersection of roof and wall 7 ft I In. 42909 230

from far end
it Intersection of roof and wall a ft I in. 42900 290

from far end
12 Intersection of roof and wall 9 ft I in. 45635-H 370

from far end
13 Intersection of roof and wall 10 ft I in. 45636-H 650

from far end
14 Intersection of roof and wanl 11 ft 1 in. 45837-H 640

from far end
15 intersection of roof and wall 12 ft I in. 45838-H 1,330

from far end

Neutron detectors

Pt. Location Type No. Reading

15 At floor slab Sulfur 1"6 3.76 x 1011
15 At floor slab Gold 559-560 2.00 x 100

Open shot, Station 34.1 d-i (1470 ft)

Film dosimeter.

Pt. Location Dosimeter No.' Reading, r

I Center of top riser 45839-fl 24,000
1 Center of top riser 4640-H 32,000
2 Undersurface of wooden door 45641-H Lost

between doors 2 and 3
2 Undersurface of wooden door 45842-H Ljost

between doors 2 and 3
3 Undersurface of wooden door at 45843-H Lost

mid-point of door 2
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Table 2.4-(Cotlased)

Pt. Location Dosimeter No.8 ReadIng. r

2 Undersurface of wooden door at 45844-H 5,01
mid-point of door 2

4 Intersection of roof and wall I ft I in. 42911 75
from far end

5 Intersection of rvr.' and wall 2 ft 1Iin. 42912 75
from far end

6 Intersection of rof and wall 3 ft I In. 42913 75
from far end

7 Intersecton ofroof and wall 4ftI In. 42914 90
from far end

a Intersection of roof and wall 5ft IIn. 42915 100
froto far end

9 Intersection of roof and wall 6 ft I In. 42916 130
from far end

10 Intersection of roof and wall 7 ft I in. 42917 170
from. far end

11 Intersection of roof and wall 8 ft I in. 42918 200
from far end

12 Intersection of roof and wall 9 ft I In. 45845-H 290
from far end

13 Intersection of roof and wall 16 ft I in. 45846-H 380
from far end

14 Intersection of roof and wall I11 ft I in. 45847-H 600
from far end

15 Intersection of roof and wall 12 ft 1 in. 45848-H 560
from far end

Neutron detectors

Pt. Location Type No. Reading

15 At floor slab Sulfur 155 1.92 x 1010
I5 Atflooralab Gold 547-548 t.18 x101

a~lgb-ranp dosimeters are indicated by an 11H"1 following the dosimeter number.
bixrapolated and reading doubtfu.
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Table 2.5- BASEMENT EXIT SHELTER (OPEN)
Open shot, Station 24.1 c-2 (1270 ft)

Film dosimeters

Pt. Location Dosimeter No. a Reading, r

I Center of top riser 45849-H 56,000
I Center of top riser 45850-H
4 Intersection of roof and wall I ft I in. 42919 310

from far end
5 Intersection of roof and wall 2 ft I in. 42920 370

from far end
6 Intersection of roof and wall 3 ft I in. 42921 370

from far end
7 Intersection of roof and wall 4 ft I in. 42922 460

from far end
8 Intersection of roof and wall 5 ft I in. 42923 500

from far end
9 Intersection of roof and wall 6 ft I in. 42924 430

from far end
10 Intersection of roof and wall 7 ft I in. 42925 Lost

from far end
11 Intersection of roof and wall 8 ft i in. 42926 720

from far end
12 Intersection of roof and wall 9 ft I in. 45851-H 730

from far end
13 Intersection of roof and wall 10 ft i in. 45852-H 950

from far end
14 Intersection of roof and wall 11 ft I in. 45853-H 1,150

from far end
15 Intersection of roof and wall 12 ft I in. 45854-H Lost

from far end

Neutron detectors

Pt. Location Type No. Reading

15 At floor slab Sulfur 158 5.43 x 106
15 At floor slab Gold 555-556 Lost

Open shot, Station 34.1 d-2 (1470 ft)

Film dosimeters

Pt. Location Dosimeter No.' Reading r

1 Center of top riser 45855-H 35,000
1 Center of top riser 45856-H 32,000
4 Intersection of roof and wall I ft i in. 42928 270

from far end
5 Intersection of roof and wall 2 ft I in. 42929 250

from far end
6 Intersection of roof and wall 3 ft I in. 42930 190

from far end
7 Intersection of roof and wall 4 ft I in. 42931 220

from far end
8 Intersection of roof and wall 5 ft I in. 42932 220

from far end
9 Intersection of roof and wall 6 ft i in. 42933 290

from far end
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Table 2.5-(Catlmmed)

Pt. Location Dosimeter No.* Reading. r

10 Intersection of roof and wal7 4 1 in. 42934 270
from far end

11 Intersection of roof and wall 8 ft I in. 42038 460
from far end

12 Intersection of roof and wall 9 ft I in. 45557-H 2,100
from far end

13 Intersection of roof and wall 10 ft I in. 45858-H 2,500

from far end
14 Intersection of roof and wall I11 ft I in. 45659-H 730

from far end
15 Intersection of roof and wall 12 ft I in. 45860-H 980

fromn far end

Neutron detectors

Pt. Location Type NO. Reading

15 At floor slab Sulfur 151 5.72 x101 0
15 At floor slab Gold 553-54 2.02 x 10OM

Alljgjh-level dosimeters are indicated by an I li following the dosimeter number.

Fig. 2.8-Flm dosimeter and neutro etco
locations In basement sxit shelters, open shot;
Stations 3'4.1 c-I and c-2, 1270 ft; Stations 34.1
d-l and d-2, 1470 ft.
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T"b.9- .M3USCED-CONCRETZ DATN300M WELTER (FILM DOSIMETERS)

Pt. location Dosimeter No. Reading. r

Open shot. Station 31.1 C-1 (4700 ft)

I Mid-height of door (exterior) 43976 Lost

2 Mid-heighit of door (Interior) 43977 170

3 Intersection of roof and wall, I ftO 0in. 43976 30
from front wall

4 Intersection of roof and wall, 3 ft 6 in. 43979 30
from frost wall 4902

5 Intersection of roof and wall, 6 ft 0 In. 4902
from front wall

6 Mid-point of shutter (Interior) 43981 35
7 MMd-point of floor 43982 50

7 Mid-point of roof 43983 13.6

open shot, Station 31.1 c-2 (10,500 ft)

I Mid-height of door (exterior) 43984 0.5

2 MId-height of door (interior) 43985 Lost

3 Intersection of roof and wall. I ft 0 in. 43986 0.21

from frost wal
4 Interection of roof and wall, 3 ft6 8in. 43987 0.21

from front wall.1
5 Intersection of roof and wall. 0 ft 0 in. 43988 01

from front wall
6 Mid-joint of abutter (interior) 43969 0.20

7 Mid-point of floor 43990 lost

7 Mid-poInt of roof 43991 0.14

4 .7

Fig. 2.10-Film dosimeter locations in
reinfoced-concrete bathroom shelter In
rambler bous; Stations 31.1 c-1 and
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T" 2.10 jO-AsXMUNT AS=lIORCZD-COCMTR SUILTVR CPILM DOSUMTISA

Pt. LOtW1os Doatmuter No. Rsdinl r

O9e ahot. tton 31.1 b-s POW0 Id

l Mid-helat o end wall aiM Onter 43943 1.0
lifts

S Interection (A few and wall. I ft 0 in. 43014 0.91
from rear wall

3 Ilersection of root and wall. 2 It 0 in. 48" 0.05
from rear wall

4 lnersection of roof ad wall, 3 ft 0 in. 43046 0.06
from rear wall

5 lnteraection of roof and wall. 4 ft 0 in. 4)47 0.O
from rear wall

* Intersection of roof and wall. 5 ft 0 In. 43 1.
from rear well

7 Intersection of roof and wall. 0 It 0 ia. 43)4) 1.1
from rear wall

8 Ittersection of roof ad wall. 7 ft 0 in. 43S50 1.
from rear wall

9 Itntersection of roof and wall. 6 ft 0 in. 43901 1j
from rear wall

t0 Intersection of roof and wall. 9 ft 0 in. 41152 IA
from rear waill

It Intersection of roof and wall. 10 t 0 in. 48112 2.0
from rear wall

12 Mid-height of door (interior) 43411 7.0
13 Mid-height of door (exterior) 4839g 11.0

Open shot, Station 31.1 b-2 (181 tO

I Mid-height of end wall along center 40"g 0.10
line

2 Intersection of roof and wall, I ft 0 in. 48301 0.1
from rear wall

3 Intersection of roof and wall. 2 It 0 in. 43102 0.1
from rear wall

4 Intersection of roof and wall, 3 ft 0 in. 4390 0.18
from rear wall

5 Intersection of roof and wall, 4 ft 0 n. 4304 0.23
from rear wall

6 Intersection of roof and wall. 5 ft 0 in. 430 0.27
from rear wall

7 Intersection of roof and wall. 6 It 0 In. 43) 0.18
from rear wall

6 Intersection of roof and wall. 7 ft 0 in. 43S07 0.15
from rear wall

9 Intersection of roof and wall, 8 it 0 in, 43)05 0.15
from rear wall

10 Intersection of roof and wall, 9 ft 0 in, 430) 0.20
from rear wall

I I Intersection of roof and wall. tO ft 0 In. 43910 0,27
from rear wall

12 Mid-height of door (interior) 43941 0.27
13 Mid-height of door (exterior) 43)42 0,27

Fig. 2.11-Film doelmeter locatlon in
basement taforced-ccnoret. room
shelter in two-story frame houses; Sta-
tions 31.1 b-i and b-2.
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Table 2.11 -BASEMENIT CORIIEII-110O SHELTER (FILM DOSIMETERSW

t.Lcation Dosimeter Nao. Reading. r

Open ohot, station 3t.1 a-I 04700 ft)

I Intersection of roof OW wall. 1 ft 6 in. 43997 12
from center line of wall

2 Intersection of roof and Wall. G in. 43998 12
from ceomer line of wall

3 Intersection of roof ad wall. 6 in. 43990 12

from center line of wall
4 Intersection of roof ad wall. I ft a in. 44000 is

from center lline of Wall
* ltareectlco of roof and wall, 141t6 ilk. 44061 25

from center line of wall
6 Intersection of roof and wall. 6 in. 4404 So

from center line of wall
7 Intersection of roof and Well. 6 ia. 44063 30

from center line of wall
S Intersection of roof and walk, I ft S in. 44044 20

from center line of wall
9 Intersection of roof and wall, IlIt 6 In. 44065 40

from center line of wall
to Interaection of roof and wall. 6 in. 4400 40

from center line of wal
I1 Intersection of roof and wall. 6 in. 44067 45

from center line of wall
12I Intersection of roof and wall. I Rt6 In. 44068 so

from center line of wall

I13 MId-point of Underside of roof 4404 40

14 Mid-point of Dloor along wall 44070 13

Open ahot, Station 31.1 a-2 (10.500 ft)

I Intersection of roof and Wall. I ft 6 In. 44076 0.1

from center line of Waln
2 Interention of roof and wall. 6 in. "4077 0.1

from cedaer line of wall

3 Interaection of roof and wall, 6 in. 44078 0.15
from center lin, of wall

4 Intersection of roof and wall. I ft 6 in. 44079 0.1
from center line of wall

S Intersecion of roof and wall. I ft 6 in. 44080 0.15
from center line of Wall

4 Intersecion of root aOW wall. 6 In. 44061 0.15
from center life of wall

7 Intersection of roof and wall. 6 in. 44062 0.1
from center line of wall

a lIerection of roof and wall, I It 6 in. 44082 0.15

from center line of Wall
9 Intersection of roof and Wall. 1 ft 6 In. 4444 0.1

from center Int" ofWall
10 Intersection of roof ael Wall, 6 In. 4406 6.15

from canter I** of wall
1I I Wersesite of root and wall. 6 in. 4000 0.

from nester line of wanl
12 Intersection of tret and wall. I ft 6 In. 44057 0.16

from center 19W of wall
13 Mid-point of underside of roof 44066 0.18

14 Mid-poInt of floor aloft Wall 44069 0.15

(on abot. tation 31.1 b-1 O50 ftt

4 lWroe~ie of tred and wall. I ft S In. 4390 5.3
from center lift of wall

8 Werseetles of reed Mn wall. 6 is. 43963 6.3
from egouer low of Wanl

Ware Of OW d Wall.l ft in. 4394 5.6
from ge Ies& of wall
eve w e of red and wall. I ft 6 in. 43865 3.2

fereoe ee lred sad wallIt In 435.

6 ereeau d redf "d Wall. 6 Is. 43W0 6.2

from easier lan of wall
we -ee-sa ofitrref aMd wall. I W 43804 30.0

frem enor lowe of Mal
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Pt.LoeicaDeifeler No. u0020% T

Op.. abt. katles 31.1 b-I OW0 it) *a1

4 Intersectioa of redf and wall. I ft 6 IS. 4gM 1.
from comer lim of wall

0 hferasetm at peea am wail, I ft 4 In. 4302 1I.0
from Cemer lie of wall

Is Iftersectm ad roe al. 6 Ia. 4191I 141.0
from comer lhe. of wall

it latereectlc of rood ead wall. 0 Is. 430M 2L0
from senior lie of wall

12 Intersection at rofe w anl. I ft In. 48Mi 20.0
from center ift. of wall

13 umh-poina of Merlide of root 41174 9.0
14 mid-polut of foor along wall 4209 4.4

Opus§W at ation 31.1 b-2 P000 ft)

I Intersection of roof .e wall. I ftC Ia. 43110 0.0
from ecomer lie of wall

2 Iftersegtion of root ewl twall. 0 is. 42161 0.1
from comer lie of wall

2 latereectla cc roo ed wallW. 4is. 4310 0.0
from ceater line of wall

4 Intersection of rool end waIl. I ftWIn. 43060 0.?
from cedter lie, of wall

a lalereectla of rood and wall. I t 4 In. 4360 0.24
from coder lie of wall

6 Intersection of roof eel wall. 4 11. 4360 1.2
from center lie of well

7 Idterectlca of roof eel wall.O 6 1 4200 1.2
from ceder line of wall

a iatereectlo of roof eel wRLall 1 WI. 4300 two
from ceder line of wall

O imerocuc o reef eel WaL I aI 6ia. 4360 1.6
from cent Rh.e of wall

10 Intersection of rofee wad ilo. 6 in. 4300 2.0
from cedor lie o wall

11 imereecde. of rofe aMil. 0 In. MISS0 2.2
from -oeder lie, of well

12I Ifteraetbem of roof Sel wall I ft 6 in. 4UN .24
from ceder im. oall

13 MUd-peed of wajeroia of root 4300? 1.6
14 Mid-peed of Beeor ale" wall 4300 6.2

01 1*

Fig. 2.12- Film dosimtr loostioms in
basement oorner-room shelters in two-
story kouses; Statons 31.1 &-1, a-2,
b-1. and b-2.



Table SA1S-BASgMKiNT LZCAN-1O BSLTICR (FILM 00$UiMT38.

Pt. LeAllorn Doalmmetr Nto. Roadfag r

Ober AMe. Stattn 35.1 &-I (4700 ft)

I Mid-height of wall 0083 &.5
I Und2eride olea-to.I tga i. 430 0.7

froom enter~ line. mid-height of
wall

S Uderside of toft-t. SI.. groin *eater 43M8 0.7
line, msId-height of wanl

4 Underside of learn-to. Bas from 43M8 0.7
center lite. mid-bowgh of wall

5 Underside of learn-to. I ItO 4is. from 42986 0.7
center lime. maid-heisht at wall

Ope allot. station 31.1 a-3 (10.500 111

I MId-heMh of wall 44075 '0.1
2 Underside of learn-to. I It I. from 44072 V.1

0eate lUse. mid-haig of wanl
2 Underaide of learn-to. 0 ia. from 44073 C40.1

center lime. mid-height of wall
4 Underside of lame-to. S Wo from 41074 C8.1

center line, mid-liela t wall
5 Underside of learn-to. It R i. from 44075 (0.1

*leuter lIMe, mmiheg of wall

Oper shot. kta 21.1 b-I 000t)

I Mild-helit at wall 42857 S.2
a Underside of team-tO. I It S Ia. from 43955.

center lime, mid-heighit of wall
3 Umderside of learn-to. 6 to. from 426X.41. center line. mid-hetlht of wall
4 Undersidet of learn-to. aIao. from 4260 5.4

Canter lime. mid-heIsilt Of wall
6 Undersida of lae-to. I it a In. from 4211111 2.2

center lime. mld-heght of wall

Open alhot. btatIom 31.1 b-2 (500 fil

I Mid-heighit of wall 43010 0.16
2 Underside of Ieee-to. I1I it Ist. from 4251 C.22

center lime, mkId-helsht of wall
3 Unaeralda of learn-to. 0 to. froma 4352 0.IM

center lime, mId-heIghlt of wall
4 Underside of lean-to. 6 Irn. from 43652 L.22

center line, maid-heighit of wall
a Underside of Iean-to. I ftC 0in. from 43284 2.5

cnter line, mid-height of wall

Fig. 2.12- Film dosimeter locations in bam.-
aont loan-to slbelters In two-story haoslD;
Stations 31.1 *-1, it-2, b-I, and b-2.
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CHAPTER 3

THERMAL CONVECTION

3.1 PREDICTED TEMPERATURES

On two of the shots of Operation Upshot-Knothole, temperature measurements were made
in an underground shelter.' On an early shot only the measurement 14 ft from the entrance
was successful, and this was considerably higher than that predicted from the peak reflected
pressure by the Rankine-Hugonlot relation. On a second shot measured temperatures and
those calculated from peak reflected pressures agreed near the rear of the shelter. The most
logical explanation for the higher temperatures near the entrance was that air preheated by
thermal radiation near the ground surface was being forced into the shelter during the posi-
tive phase and evacuated during the negative phase. This explanation is satisfactory for the
Upshot-Knothole shelter since it was a tube about 7 ft in diameter and 48 ft long, with the door
symmetrically located in one end wall. The ratio of chamber cross-section area to door area
was only 2.65. The hot air entering the door at one end had relatively little chance to mix with
ambient air before being discharged through the door. Further evidence that there was little
mixing is the fact that the temperature during the negative phase fell below ambient In each of
four successful measurements.

The door of the 12- by 12- by 8-ft Teapot shelter was not symmetrically located, and the
ratio of chamber cross section to door area was over 8.0. Thus some mixing was to be ex-
pected, but the amount of mixing and, hence, whether the temperature would go below or return
to ambient during the full pressure transient could not be anticipated. One would hope to ex-
trapolate data from the Upshot-Knothole overpressure level to the overpressure level of the
Teapot shelters by assuming no differences due to configuration. Because of the small size of
the doorway with respect to shelter volume, it seemed reasonable that peak measured over-
pressures inside the shelter would be no greater than the expected incident overpressure. a

This was later verified in results of shock-tube tests. Fourteen feet from the entrance of the
Upshot-Knothole shelter on the second shot, the measured temperature rise was less than
twice that calculated for a peak measured overpressure. At the same point on the first shot,
the measured temperature rise was about 3% times that calculated for peak measured over-
pressure only 2% times that of the second shot. If one assumes an extrapolated relation be-
tween measured and calculated temperatures, a measured temperature of between 3600 and
45000C would be predicted at the shelter location. Using results of an earlier test, a tempera-
ture of 10006C was predicted at 1050 ft.b

alHere and throughout this report the phrase "incident overpressure" refers to that over-

pressure incident upon a structure whether it is in the region of Mach or regular reflection.
bSee WT- 1161 for full development.
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3.2 IeDTRUMNTATION

Since predicted transient peak temperatures for Teapot had rise times faster than existing
thermocouples would measure, a velocity-of-sound gauge, with known dependence of the velocity
of sound on temperature, was used.2 This gauge, still in an experimental stage and subject to
failure, was used in pairs, one serving as backup for the other. This was fortunate since of
eight gauges mounted in four positions one gauge in each position yielded a record which ap-
peared satisfactory. It is probable that dust had an early effect on this gauge; eves on those
which gave apparently satisfactory records, the measurement was eventually affected by dust
clogging the gauge orifice. None of the records was valid throughout the positive phase.
There was an arrival time uncertainty which might have been as great as 40 msec, swept for
gauge 136 where the uncertainty was less than I msec.

Electronic instrumentation was not available for temperature measurements in other than
the underground personnel shelters in Program 34. However, passive detecting devices such
as were used in Upshot-Knothole shelters' were considered. They were not used because the
predicted temperatures for Teapot were too low to register on the devices and because of the
difficulty of interpreting them.

3.3 RESULTS

Records obtained on the open shot are reproduced in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. Errors Involved
in reducing the records are no greater than *7 per cent of the temperature in degrees Kelvin.
I is uncertain whether the "hash" [for example, gauge 2A2 (Fqg. 3.2) between 240 and 310
msec] Is a high-frequency temperature transient or a spurious reading caused by turbulence
or dust. Such high-frequency transients would not have been noted before because thermo-
couples used on earlier tests are not capable of responding to small transient pulses in air.
These transients, if they are real, are of such short duration that their contribution to burning
of occupants i offset by equal downward transients, and the average Is probably the only
significant temperature. Peak temperatures in the shelters are shown In Table 3.1.

Gauge 1B6 (Fig. 3.1) has an early peak (250°C) at 230 meec, nearly 40 msec after arrival
of the shock wave.

Underground Personnel Shelter (Biomedical): Open Shot (Station 34.3 b-2).

These are the two most valid records obtained (116, A2), Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. Arrival of
the temperature pulse agrees with the arrival of the pressure pulse in the slow-flU room. In
the fast-fil room, however, arrival of the pressure pulse precedes temperature pulse arrival
by about 20 msec. If one concedes that the majority of the temperature increase Is due to an
influx of heated air from the outside, then the delay might be expected in the fast-fill room be-
cause of the longer passage the heated air haa to traverse before arriving in the room. Passage
into the slow-fill side is short, and outside air enters rapidly behind the shock front.

Table 2.1 -PAK TEKPZRATURES, OPEN SNOT

Peak, Calculated Time of Meaure temp. vs
Station Gauge C temp., 0C peak cal. temp.

34.3 b-2
Fast-fill 136 215-225 270 20 0.8-o.83
(Early peak) 800-830 230 i.i-i.2
Stow-fill A2 340-360 905 20 3.6-3.8

'By Ranklne-Hugonlot.
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CHAPTER 4

BLAST EFFECTS

Structures were located (Figs. 1.22 and 1.23) so as to receive a desired overpressure,
estimates of which were based on IBM Problem M and the results of earlier tests. Below 8
psi measured overpressures agree with predictions. Above, they le between the predictions
of IBM Problem M and the earlier experimental results.

4.1 UNDERGROUND PERSONNEL SHELTER (STRUCTURAL)

4.1.1 Early Shot (Station 1)

Three gauges were placed in the closed shelter on the earlier shot. One was placed in the
vestibule at the foot of the stairs between the sliding concrete door and the metal pressure-
tight door to determine if there were any leakage in the outside door. This gauge rose to a
peak of 4 psi at 317 msec, then settled at I psi until cable failure at 381 msec. Inside the main
room, another gauge was placed behind the diffusion-board panel near the ventilation intake to
check the efficiency of the antiblast closure valves. The gauge cable broke at 106 msec after
shock arrival outside, but to that time no overpressure was recorded. The third gauge was
located near the escape hatch but not behind the diffusion-board panel. The cable to this gauge
broke 73 mec after shock arrival outside, and to that time no overpressure was recorded. The
absence of overpressure at these two stations indicates that the antiblast closures operated
satisfactorily.

4.1.2 Open Shot (Station 34.3 a-2)

Peak incident overpressurz was nearly the anticipated 100 psi.
Three gauges were placed in the shelter: one in the large room, one in the exhaust room

for the ventilating equipment, and one in the intake room. No overpressure had developed in
the large room 96 msec after shock arrival when the gauge failed or the cable broke. The
gauge in the exhaust room failed at zero time. The gauge in the intake room registered a posi-
tive overpressure of less than 0.2 psi, indicating that the antiblast closures worked properly.
However, since these antiblast closures are one-way devices, they permitted evacuation of air
from the room and a negative pressure of 1.69 psi.

Based on free-soil accelerations on earlier tests,' a maximum vertical acceleration of 25 g
had been expected, but the measured vertical acceleration had a maximum positive (downward)
acceleration of only 3.7 g (Fig. 4.1). This gives a maximum positive velocity of 2.2 ft/sec and
a maximum downward displacement of nearly 1.7 in. occurring at 470 msec (Fig. 4.1). Since
all the displacement was downward, these accelerations should cause no harmful effect on
occupants of the shelter.

4. 55
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4.2 UNDERGROUND PERSONNEL SHELTER (BIOMEDICAL)

For Project 33.1 requirements,2 the entrance to the fast-fill room was left open, and the
escape hatch in the slow-fill side was covered with a steel plate with a 19-in. -diameter hole in
the center to meter air slowly into the shelter. For the open shot this air inlet was enlarged
to 36 in. in diameter.

4.2.1 Early Shot (Station 2)

In the fast-fill side eight gauges were located as shown in Fig. 1.19 to give pressures at
particular points for Project 33.1, and a q-tube was placed 6 ft from the door to measure
dynamic pressure. In the slow-fill side one pressure gauge was located near the center of
each wall (Fig. 1.19).

Measured dynamic pressure rose rapidly in the fast-fill room to nearly 7 psi at shock
arrival, becoming negative some 10 msec later as the front was reflected off the back wall and
the flow reversed. Flow became positive again during the approximately 15 msec it took the
room to fill while the front was being rereflected off the front wall, with the peak dynamic
pressure rising to over 12 psi. Thereafter, flow remained positive until 430 msec, indicating
that the room continued to fill to that time.

For gauges on the wall to the left of the entrance of the fast-fill side, passage of the initial
front and its reflection off the back wall can be noted. Thereafter, reverberations between one
wall and another and between the floor and ceiling are superimposed, and it is difficult to
attribute any one signal to a particular reflection. The peak overpressures inside were only
about 75 per cent of the incident peak overpressure.

In the slow-fill side the configuration is such that with the pressure entering over one
corner there should be similarities between gauges 10 and II and between 9 and 12 (Fig. 1.19).
The cable to gauge 12 broke at 65 msec, and gauge 10 was valid only to 76 msec; but to those
times some similarities are apparent. Because the pressure wave enters the slow-fill side
from above, one might expect the reverberations between the floor and the ceiling to be
stronger than those between opposite walls. There is nothing in the records to substantiate
this, however. Peak overpressures measured inside were only about one-eighth the peak inci-
dent overpressure.

4.2.2 Open Shot (Station 34.3 b-2)

Gauge locations were identical to those for the earlier shot (Fig. 1.19).
Measured overpressure inside both fast- and slow-fill rooms differed little from those of

the early shot except for amplitude. The peak overpressure inside the fast-fill side was about
75 per cent of the incident peak, whereas that inside the slow-fill side increased to nearly 25
per cent of the incident due primarily to the increase in the diameter of the circular opening
from 19 to 36 in. On many of the records it is possible to identify similar characteristics of the
blast wave as it was reflected back and forth inside the room. There were significant differ-
ences in the shapes of the dynamic pressure waves. The open shot record between 195 and 225
msec disagrees with the record from the earlier shot and is inconsistent with the overpressure
records from near the q-gauge. For this reason 30 msec of the open shot record is discounted.

Dynamic pressure as measured should be a function of the overpressure differential in-
side and outside the shelter. The overpressure differential indicates when the shelter is filling
and emptying. When it is emptying the dynamic pressure should be negative. The dynamic
pressure as recorded in this station is in poor agreement with the overpressure differential.

4.3 BASEMENT EXIT SHELTERS

4.3.1 Early Shot (Stations 3, 4, 5)

Station 3 was closed, Station 4 was partially closed, and Station 5 was open. These were
instrumented with two pressure gauges for Project 33.1: one inside 2 ft from the end wall on
the wall nearest GZ and one inside 2 ft from the entrance on the same wall (Fig. 1.9).
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The restricted entrance of the closed shelter after door failure reduced the overpressure

inside to about 75 per cent of the incident.
For the open and partially closed shelters, differences resulting from the two opening

configurations appear to be small. In both shelters peak overpressures measured were more
than twice the peak incident overpressure.

4.3.2 Open Shot (Stations 34.1 c-I, c-2, d-1, d-2)

Pressure in the closed shelter located at 1270 ft (c-I) rose rapidly enough to indicate that

the doors failed almost instantly. Some reverberation can be seen on the pressure record;

little reverberation, however, appeared on the open shelter (c-2) record, perhaps because of

the excessive damage done to the open end. Peak overpressure measured inside both shelters

was nearly twice the peak incident overpressure.
Peak overpressures inside the closed shelter were only about two-thirds the estimated

peak incident overpressure. That this is so much less than for the other identical shelters in-

dicates that the improved latch kept the door intact for a longer time. No measurement was
made inside the open shelter (d-2).

4.4 UTILITY TYPE SHELTERS, OPEN SHOT

These shelters were subjected to incident overpressures of nearly the design pressures.

The pressure in two of the three shelters built up slowly. The first shelter rolled over, break-

ing the cable to the pressure gauge before any pressure was recorded.
Maximum overpressures inside the two surviving sets of aboveground utility shelters rose

to peaks of 4.3 and 2.6 psi, respectively, and decayed slowly. Thus they were reduced to about

35 per cent of the incident.

4.5 INDOOR FAMILY TYPE SHELTERS

4.5.1 Open Shot (Station 31.1 c-i)

The rambler house at 4700 ft was subjected to an incident overpressure of 5.1 psi (Fig.

4.2). The pressure inside the bathroom shelter (P-4700-1, Fig. 4.2) rose slowly to 1.3, or to

less than one-third the peak incident overpressure, then decayed slowly. For incident over-

pressure records taken at 10,500 ft, where the last bathroom shelter was located, see Fig. 4.3.

4.5.2 Open Shot (Stations 31.1 a-i and b-I)

The two-story brick house at 4700 ft was subjected to an incident overpressure of 5.1 psi.

The overpressure inside the basement lean-to shelter (P-4700-2, Fig. 4.2) rose slightly as the

shock came in the nearest window, increasing to 4.6 psi (only slightly below the incident) as

the pressure built up within the basement.
At 5500 ft the two-story house in which the basement corner-room shelter was located was

subjected to an incident overpressure of about 4 psi. The record (P-5500, Fig. 4.3) reflects

the general rise to 3.7 psi within the basement. The shape of the pressure record inside was

different from that outside. The fast rise of the incident wave was altered to a form with a

slow rise that reached a maximum when the basement filled about 100 msec after shock arri-

val.
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.... UTILITY- TYPE STA 34.IA

(404)

2.0 as 30 is4 45 i0

It EAN T R STA 31.1 c
T 4 -470 (4 82

as 3.0 3s 4C0 4's 5.0
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4P-4700- 4 3 ) 4 .
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55 .0 .5410 4'5 5

TIME (see)

Fig. 4.2 -Pressure -time records, open shot.
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CONNER-ROOM STA 31.1 b-I
3 P-55O0 (363)

2 INCIDENT
P-10.500-1 (SAW)

71 S.0 G'5 0,0 lo1.

a INCIDENT
* P-10,500-2 (5A5)

CL

7.5 .0 6.9.0 i.5sO

INCIDENT
P-10,500-3 (584)
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P- 15,000 (562)

TIME (see)

Fig. 4.3-Presure -time records. open shot.
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CHAPTER 5

STRUCTURAL DAMAGE

5.1 UNDERGROUND PERSONNEL SHELTERS (STRUCTURAL AND BIOMEDICAL)

5.1.1 Open Shot (Stations 34.3 a-2, b-2), 1050 Ft

Neither shelter suffered structural damage, but dirt and missiles Uttered the stair wells
(Fig. 5.1). The blast tore off the vent tees at the Junction of the tee and the vertical pipe.

(a) Station 34.3 a-2. The Army Chemical Corps ventilation equipment suffered no dis-
cernible damage. The failure of one of the rebound bolts from shearing of the thread indicates
that these bolts were loaded to the limit of their capacity at the test pressure. An increase in
bolt diameter, and therefore thread capacity, would supply a reserve strength to the rebound
connection.

Two wheels of the sUding door were destroyed by missiles, and the rubber door bumper
blew into the stair well. Destruction of the wheels can be prevented by widening the door slab
to provide a protective lip for the wheels. Despite the los of the wheels, the door could have
been jacked open from the inside. The retaining wall around the concrete door was damaged
(Figs. 5.1 and 5.2).

(bo) Station 34.3 b-2. Because of the larger opening (36 in. instead of 19 In.) in the slow-
fill side escape hatch, the peak unbalanced pressure between the rooms in the biomedical
shelter was proportionately less than on the earlier shot, and the reinforced door frames in
the partition wall sustained no plastic deformation from this unbalanced pressure.

5.2 BASEMENT EXIT SHELTERS

5.2.1 Open Shot (Stations 34.1 c-i, c-2, d-1, d-2)

Closed shelters at 1270 ft sustained severe structural damage; all doors blew off in the
positive phase, and rebound locks and retaining walls failed (Fig. 6.3) under a pressure of 45
psi. Interior walls were cracked and had outward deformations caused by an unbalance of in-
tertor over exterior pressure. This unbalance could be eliminated by a revised door design.

Closed shelters at 1470 ft suffered ittle interior damage, but all doors and retaining walls
failed, apparently during the negative phase (ig. 5.4).

Damage to open shelters at 1270 and 1470 ft reflected their respective distances from GZ.
At 1270 ft the roof and side walls failed-the former from upward distortion, the latter from
outward distortion. Retaining and entranceway side walls failed (Fig. 5.5). At 1470 ft retaining
walls failed (Fig. 5.6), and interior walls cracked (Fig. 5.7) but not as severely as those at
1270 ft.

On each, some earth cover was blown away, and vent pipes were either blown away or
bent.
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Fig. 5.1 -Sheltcr entrance. open shot; Station 34.3 a-2.

PIg. 6.2-Slding door slab. open shot; Station 34.3 a-2.
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Fig. 5.7 -interior of open basement exit shelter, 1470 ft.

open shot; Station 34.1 d-2.
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5.3 UTILITY TYPe 8HELTERS

5.3.1 Open Shot (Stations 343 e, f, and g), 2250 Ft

The masonry shelter disintegrated (Fig. 5.8); the poured-in-place reinforced-concrete
shelt r remained intact but was swept 50 ft from its original position to lie on its side (Pig.
5.9); and the precast reinforced-concrete shelter failed (Fig. 5.10). On the latter, roof failure
occurred in the slab and not in the high-strength bolts used to tie the roof to the walls. Door
fastenings failed on the poured-in-place structure, and on the precast shelter the doors blew
away.

5.3.2 Open Shot (Stations 34.1 h, I, and 3), 2750 Ft

These three shelters remained in place under slightly more than 10 psi, the design pres-
sure, and suffered no discernible damage. This indicates that the structures have the required
strength and stability at the design pressure but have little reserve strength against an In-
crease of this pressure.

Outer doors were intact, but there was some evidence that rebound latches yielded. Each
interior door was blown off its hinges, and the latch was found lying against the opposite wall.
Failure of the interior door connections would not have occurred had the doors been left open
as was intended by the designers.

5.3.3 Open Shot (Stations 34.1 k, 1, and m), 3750 Ft

The shelters suffered no structural damage. Inner doors, however, also failed at the
hinges and latches at this distance. The bolts latching the outer door of Station 34.1 m were
badly deformed, but on the whole the rebound latches were effective-more effective than the
original design which featured latches on the inside of the door.

5.4 INDOOR FAMILY TYPE SHELTERS

Basement lean-to shelters in the brick and wood-frame houses on open shot (at 4700,
5500, 7800, and 10,500 ft) suffered no damage. Despite the fact that the houses at the closer
ranges were virtually destroyed, the first floor framing system did not fall, and there was no
debris load in the basement.

Basement corner-room shelters in the same houses as the lean-to shelters were un-
damaged, as were the reinforced-concrete basement shelters in wood-frame houses at 5500
and 7800 ft.

Reinforced-concrete bathroom shelters in the one-story rambler houses at 4700 and
10,500 ft suffered no damage (Fig. 5.ii), although the house at 4700 ft was totally destroyed
and the shelter was subjected to a pressure of 5 psi. On each, the blast door was intact, but
on the closest one the blast shutter latch failed. However, neither the glass nor the sash was
broken.
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Fig. 5.8-Debri from masonry utility type shelser. 2250 ft. open shot;
Station 34.1 e.

Fig. 5.9-Piforced-concrete (poured-in-place) utility type sheter, 225
ft. open shots Station 34.1 f.
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Fig. 5.10ORenforced -concrete (precast) utility type shelter. 2250 ft. open
shot; Station 34.1 g.

Fig. 5.11-Ccreve bathroom shelter. 4700 ft. open #hot.



CHAPTER 6

SHELTER EVALUATION

6.1 NUCLEAR RADIATION PENETRATION

It is anticipated that occupants of a group shelter would have rescue or other duties which
would require their being exposed to radiation outside the shelter in pursuance of these duties.
Therefore underground personnel group shelters were designed to reduce radiation inside to
not more than 25 r since to design for an irradiation-to-sickness threshold would render occu-
pants useless for emergency activities. It is not unreasonable to extend the 25-r limit crite-
rion to family type shelters because present high-intensity fall-out weapons will subject shelter
occupants to large amounts of radiation as the shelters are evacuated.

Gamma-radiation measurements inside the shelters can be converted directly into radia-
tion effect on shelter occupants. For neutron radiation effect, however, the process is not so
direct. Payne S. Harris (Project 39.7) has given the conversion factors to roentgen equivalent
physical (rep) for sulfur.1 With his conversion factors and known percentages which each con-
tribute to the total dose, lower and upper limits can be placed on equivalent radiation.

These values would apply to a biological system at ground level outside a shelter. But what
happens to a man inside the shelter? We know from this experiment what happened inside and
outside the shelters to the gold and sulfur neutrons only, but we have no information on the neu-
tron energies between. Harris has found that the percentage of total flux in air contributed
by each spectrum band remained essentially constant with distance. Without measurements be-
tween gold and sulfur energies, we can only assume that energy distribution within the neutron
spectrum did not materially change in passing through earth, concrete, and other materials in-
to the shelter. Thus the only available shelter evaluation consists in assuming that the conver-
sions from gold and sulfur neutrons to rep in air are equally valid inside the shelters. The in-
formation in Table $3 is based on this assumption. Furthermore, in evaluating the utility type
shelters, it is assumed that thermal neutrons inside the shelters are the same as these esti-
mated outside and that the fast neutrons inside are the same proportion of thes estimated out-
side as in the case of the measurement made in the near masonry shelter.

The roentgen equivalent man (rem) equivalent of neutron radiation is based oa a relative
biological effectivesess (IME) of 1.1 (reference 2) from a reevaluation of Hiroshima and Naga-
saki data by Harris. To evaluate the total exposure, curves from Hiroshima and Nagasaki
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of percentage affected vs exposure in roentgens were obtained from Harris and are used here
(Fig. 6.1).

The closed underground personnel shelter at 1050 ft probably provided satisfactory pro-
tection from radiation. The high reading on a sulfur detector at the end of this shelter away
from the entrance on open shot prevents a positive conclusion that the shelter is satisfactory.
Certainly it would not be considered satisfactory if 45 per cent of the occupants were so sick
aq to be incapacitated.

None of the basement exit and utility type shelters provided satisfactory radiation protec-
tion.

Indoor family type shelters were satisfactory beyond I mile. There is some doubt about
the three indoor shelters at 4700 ft. It should be borne in mind that the basement lean-to and
the basement corner-room shelter were located in the best possible position with respect to
the burst point. If they had been located on the opposite side of the basement, it is likely that
total exposure would be closer to that of the incident fast-neutron radiation, and the effect
would be close to that given in the last two columns of Table 6.1. Since the neutron flux inside
the shelters was not measured, the effect as tested probably was close to the lower limit in the
last two columns of the table.

The amount of shielding provided by the shelters against prompt gamma radiation is sig-
nificant. Although the energy of prompt gamma radiation is generally higher than that of fall-
out radiation and the shielding provided is more effective against fall-out radiation, the shield-
ing against prompt radiation may be used as a lower limit of the shielding v'hlch would be pro-
vided against fall-out. Table 6.2 gives the ratios of gamma radiation (as measured outside the
shelters to that inside). In general, shielding efficiency of a particular design decreal.es w,'ith
distance from the source.

With the exception of the reinforced-concrete shelter, basement shelters were not ex-
pected to provide significant amounts of radiation protection over that provided by the base-
ment. To evaluate that portion of the protection provided by the basement and that furnished by
the shelter, the ratio of the average gamma radiation inside the basement to that inside the
shelter is also given in Table 6.2.

Measurements made inside the open (biomedical) shelter have particular interest to the
defense problem. There are many existing structures which will be considered as emergency
shelters. Few of these are completely closed. The protection provided by such an open shelte,
can be indicated by the results of measurements made in the biomedical shelters. Results of
measurements made in similar shelters constructed by the military on other tha, the open shot3

can be used to increase the precision with which the protection provided by existing structures
can be estimated.

Perhaps the most significant conclusion which can be reached is that complete protection
can be provided by a closed shelter if pi = 2800, where p is the density of intervening material
in pounds per cubic feet and I is the number of line-of-sight feet of the material penetrated.
Below pt = 2800, the shielding factor decreases rapidly. The value given is set by fast neu-
trons and is about twice that required for gamma radiation or slow neutrons. Because of the
lower energy, even lower values would be required for fall-out radiation where no prompt
radiation could be expected. To date, no significant amount of full-scale data has been obtained
on shielding from fall-out. Because of the advent of weapons whose fall-out covers large areas,
there is a great need for information on shielding from high-intensity fall-out.

6.2 THERMAL CONVECTION

Measured temperatures were all less than had been anticipated. Although it is possible
that they were actually less, it is also possible that there was a steep temperature gradient
away from the cool concrete walls of the biomedical shelter. The whistle temperature gauge
was flush-mounted in the wall and was measuring a small amount of air from near the wall. If
it had sampled air a greater distance from the wall, a higher temperature might have been re-
corded.
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Table 6.2-RATIO OF PROMPT GAMMA RADIATION DIDEZ SHLTER TO THAT OUTSIDE

Ustio: Incident RaM.: average in basement

Shelter to minue siel to average In shelte

Early ehot

Undegrun personnel

Basement exit
314
4 62

5 52

Open ebot

Underground personnel
34.3 a-2 11,000
34.3 b-2 (fast-4111) 350
34.3 b-2 (slow-flU) 38

Basement eit
34.1 c-I 93
34.1 0-2 58
34.1 d-I 103
34.1 d-2 60

Utility type
34.1 e (precast) 1.5*4A f (poured) 1.7
34.1 g (masonry)
34.1 h (precast) 1.9
34.1 1(poured) 2.0
34.1 j (masonry) 1.9
34.1 k (precast) 2.3
34.1 1 (pored) 2.3
34.1 to (masonry) 2.8

Reinforoed-conorete bathroom
4,700 ft 3.S

10,500 ft 1.2
Reinforced-concrete basement room

5,500 ft 40 8.7
7,800 ft 26 6.5

Basement oorner-room
4,700 ft 6.5 0.9
5.500 ft 3.4 0.7
7,800 ft 4.2 1.1

10,500 ft 2.3 1.3
Basement lean-to

4.700 ft 25 1.1
5.500 ft 29 2
7.800 ft 7.7 2

10.500 ft 8.0 2
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There is some literature on the effect of radiant thermal energy of short duration on the
skin of humans and animals, but little information exists on the effect of heat transfer by con-
vection to skin from air with short-duration thermal transients. Extrapolating information
from Buettner' to shorter durations, assuming that pain involves a skin temperature of 42 to
45*C and third-degree burns result from four times the pain dosage and that the effect of heat
transferred to the skin by convection is no different than that transferred by radiation, it is
possible to estimate thermal convection effects. This would indicate that both measured tem-
peratures and expected higher temperatures were insufficient to burn human skin. Despite
this, some experimental animals showed singeing and scorching of fur. A few had minor burns
on exposed skin. Both skin burn and singeing were functions of the location and orientation of
the animals within the shelter. In the fast-fill room the burning and singeing pointed to a
source entering the door and rotating counterclockwise In the room; that is, the animal beside
gauge P-7 (Fig. 1.19) was singed as if the heat were coming from the direction of gauge P-6.
This indicates convection or dust carried by the air-transferred heat to skin and fur. In the
slow-fill room where thermal effects were directional, the sources appear to be planar, origi-
nating from the wall in which gauge P-10 was located.

The only singed animals located near a temperature gauge were those in the open shot
shelter where peak measured temperatures were also the highest measured (over 300°C). In
this respect measured temperatures were consistent with the results on animals. At some of
the other locations, animals were subjected to higher temperatures than those measured.

The temperatures cannot be inferred from the results on animals until experimental work
is done which points out the temperature-time parameters required to singe fur or burn skin
by convection and/or dust. This type of information would be of value to civil defense in deter-
mining the type of thermal casualties which might occur for personnel protected by makeshift
shelter. It should be kept in mind, however, that for weapons of the type tested on the open shot
persons who were thermal casualties would also be casualties from nuclear radiation.

6.3 BLAST EFFECTS AND STRUCTURAL DAMAGE

Underground group personnel shelters appear to provide sufficient protection for occu-
pants against blast and missiles for peak incident pressures of 100 psi or less. Antiblast clo-
sures operated successfully to prevent entry of damaging overpressures. Doors and escape
hatches, if not as originally operable, were capable of being jacked open from the inside.
Structurally, the shelters proved the validity of their design. Shelter displacement (1.7 in.
downward) was insufficient to cause harm to occupants.

An unbalance between interior and exterior pressure resulting from failure of the doors
caused the severe interior structural damage to basement exit shelters. Possibly a revised
door design would reduce the pressure inside enough to offer occupants refuge from blast ef-
fects.

Of the three utility types (masonry, precast, and poured-in-place), the poured-in-place
reinforced-concrete shelter seems to have the most resistance to blast and the reinforced-
masonry shelter the least. Strengthening of the interior door and its connections is required.
Rebound latches are adequate as tested.

Basement corner-room, lean-to, and reinforced-concrete shelters provide protection
from missiles and debris and the effects of a sharp shock, but they do not significantly alter
the maximum overpressure within the basement. Since there was no debris loading, the rela-
tive effectiveness of these shelters under such loading cannot be evaluated from these tests.

At the distances tested, reinforced bathroom shelters would have provided adequate protec-
tion from blast and missiles.

6.4 GENERAL

No shelter design should be based only on a single effect. A design based on a given
standard either conservative or marginal for a single effect may be vulnerable to another at
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the same or another yield. Consider the underground group shelter as an example, disre-
garding thermal effects as insignificant. That shelter gave satisfactory blast protection from
100 psi from a weapon with a yield of approximately 30 kt. Using the blast scaling laws of The
Effects of Atomic Weapons, s one obtains the straight line in Fig. 6.2, which represents the
boundary between damage and no damage if one assumes no increase in blast damage with an
increase in shock wave duration with yield. Should there be an increase in damage with an in-
crease in positive-phase duration, the line would curve slightly upward to the righL

The uncertainties raised by the neutron measurements inside this shelter make it unwise
to recommend that it be considered safe for any more than the incident flux to which it was
subjected. Using these values and their mean free paths from Fig. 2.2, the apparent neutron
source strength can be computed.$ This can then be scaled to other yields and distances as
shown in Fig. 6.2 for both fast and slow neutrons. Gamma radiation has not been considered
because interior measurements show it is not important for this shelter. At present there is
no satisfactory unclassified means of scaling the effect of gamma radiation.

Figure 6.2 shows that if the design had been predicted on neutron effect alone the shelter
would have furnished inadequate protection from blast from larger yield weapons. The design
was a balanced design for a S0-kt weapon but not for larger yields. Such a plot as Fig. 6.2, if
prepared for each shelter design, shows the designer how adequate is the protection provided
and allows the user to decide which shelter he will build by comparing similar plots for a series
of shelters and weighing these against the cost of each design. Only in this way can the best
protection per unit expenditure be resolved.

Access to shelters has always provided a problem for designers. When a shelter has a
door or other device to keep out the effects, a decision involves the possibility of closing the
door before all those to be protected are inside and the necessity of reopening the door and
subjecting those inside to additional risk. This problem of access combined with the difficulties
of adequately ventilating a closed shelter has pointed up the desirability of having a biologically
acceptable open shelter.

All shelters tested on Operation Teapot were designed as closed shelters. Neither access
nor ventilation is as important for family type shelters as for group shelters because the
family goes into the shelter together, the number of people is small, the ventilation required is
correspondingly small, and ordinarily family type shelters are designed to survive at relatively
great distances. Group shelters on the other hand protect more people at closer distances. A
closed shelter can be made to provide complete protection, whereas the censideration of an
open shelter implies acceptance of some degree of hazard. For an open shelter prompt radia-
tion can be decreased or eliminated by sufficient earth cover and fall-out radiation and thermal
effects by attenuation in long passages. Blast overpressure is more complex, and its attenua-
tion is a function of the geometry of each shelter design. An appendix of Report WT-ii6i points
out how the overpressures inside a shelter may be obtained without going to full-scale tests.
Once the overpressure inside an open shelter is determined, one is faced with the uncertainty
of its biological result. Until more is known about the amount of overpressure to which a per-
son may be subjected without impairing his ability to carry out specified emergency assign-
ments, the shelters protecting emergency crews should be designed as closed shelters.

The use of a low radiation dosage (25 r) as a design criterion has been mentioned earlier
and is necessitated by the need for emergency crews to have an available reserve for their
posishot activities and for other people to have a reserve which they can use in the postahot
period when they may be living in an area heavily irradiated by fall-out. Because of the ease
with which additional protection is provided, there are some worth while arguments in favor
of having no allowable radiation as a design criterion.4 In the redesign of the group shelter
(see Appendix A), a greater emphasis has been given to the comfort of the occupants. Benches
and bunks have been provided, and the redesign calls for sanitary facilities. An emergency
water supply of 10 gal per occupant is specified. Each of these attests to excellent recognition
of the possibility of occupants being subjected to enforced occupancy for uncertain periods of
time by heavy fall-out radiation outside. Because the same possibility pertains to family type
shelters, these same considerations for the comfort of the occupants should not be overlooked
in the design of smaller shelters.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 CONCLUSIONS

7.1.1 Radiation Penetration

The closed underground group personnel shelters provided satisfactory protection from
radiation. One unexplainably high reading from a fast-neutron detector casts some doubt on
this conclusion. These shelters had been designed to reduce radiation to at least 25 r.

Using these same design criteria, the basement shelters and the utility type shelters did
not provide satisfactory radiation protection. The reinforced-concrete bathroom shelter at
4700 ft was also unsatisfactory.

The reinforced-concrete bathroom shelter at 10,500 ft and the indoor basement shelters
beyond 4700 ft provided satisfactory protection against radiation. At 4700 ft the indoor base-
ment shelters, except the lean-to, had exposures in excess of 25 r. If the lean-to had been
built on the opposite side of the basement or extended higher, it might have received a larger
amount of radiation.

7.1.2 Thermal Convection

Temperatures inside the open biomedical shelter were less than had been predicted. Al-
though this shelter would not ordinarily be used as an open shelter, it has shown that occupants
of an open similarly designed shelter at this distance would sustain some burns.

7.1.3 Blast Effects and Structural Damage (Open Shot)

The antiblast closure unit in the closed underground personnel shelter operated satis-
factorily and prevented damage to the diffusion-board installation inside the shelter.

The reinforced-concrete door of the underground personnel shelter suffered superficial
damage which a redesign should correct. The antiblast closure operated satisfactorily and
prevented any overpressure within the shelter proper. The shelter, as tested, would provide
protection from missiles and overpressure.

The basement exit shelters would not have furnished effective protection against blast of
the overpressure levels to which they were subjected.

Experimental animals in the closed basement exit shelters at a lower overpressure on an
earlier shot indicate that occupants of the shelters would not have become fatalities but prob-
ably would have been injured or subjected to more than an unobjectionable amount of discom-
fort. It is doubtful that the closed shelter should be expected to provide protection from over-
pressures in excess of 10 psi.
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The Indoor family type'shelters provided adequate protection from missiles and debris
under the conditions tested. The concrete bathroom shelter reduced the overpressure by a
significant amount, but in the other types the overpressure inside the shelter was about the
same as in the Incident wave. Although no measurement was made, it is believed that the
basement concrete room shelter would have reduced the overpressure in much the same man-
ner as the concrete bathroom shelter.

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

7.2.i Radiation Penetration

Every opportunity should be taken to measure radiation inside and outside of structures to
determine shielding factors. Particular emphasis should be given to measuring the full neutron
spectrum inside and outside.

Only the closed group personnel shelters and the indoor family type shelters (other than
the bathroom shelter at 4700 ft) should be considered satisfactory as tested.

7.2.2 Thermal Convection

Experiments should be performed which would relate the thermal effects of transient con-
vection to the large amount of information on effects of thermal radiation on the skin.

The reliability of the temperature whistle gauge should be improved.

7.2.3 Blast Effects and Structural Damage

Bolts on the rebound locks on the sliding concrete door of the underground personnel
shelter should be increased in diameter. The door should be redesigned so that it seats just at
the end of the run and so that it extends over the wheels to provide protection against mlssiles~a

The basement exit shelters require a redesign of the blast door, rebound lock, and retain-
ing walls to withstand incident overpressures in excess of 10 psi. The inner door should be
eliminated.

Although with the modifications recommended below they would provide satisfactory pro-
tection from blast, no other shelter, as tested, provided less protection from nuclear radiation
than the aboveground utility type shelters. Unless redesigned to carry a significant amount of
earth cover with a radiation baffle arrangement at the entrance, It is recommended that the
concept of an aboveground shelter of this type be dropped. If redesigned, the inner door of the
aboveground utility shelters should be eliminated, and heavier rebound latches should be pro-
vided with a more positive attachment to the door than screws.

Although the indoor family type shelters provided adequate blast protection under the con-
ditions tested, it is doubtful if the protection would be adequate against high-level fall-out radi-
ation. Therefore it is recommended that attention be given to the development of the simple
shelter types which would give protection from fall-out and still provide the same blast pro-
tection as those shelters tested on Operation Teapot.

aNote in Appendix A that these recommendations have been incorporated in the final design.
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NOMZNCL TURE

R = resistance at support
L = length

Ifv moment of force at center line
!4 = moment of force at end

ULT = ultimate
p = pressure per unit area

f6 = dynamic ultimate unit stress of concrete
fI = static ultimate unit stress of concrete

I = dynamic unit stress of steel at yield
= static unit stress of steel at yield

b = breadth or width
4 = over-all depth
t = thickness
V = total shear

J = ratio of distance between resultants of compressive and tensile stresses to effective
depth

v = unit shear
P = load
e = eccentricity of application of load

As = area of steel
a = coefficient used in determining the area of steel

Xypl = centerline deflection at first yield (see resistance vs deflection curve, Sec. A.7.2)
Xyp- centerline deflection at second yield point (see Sec. A.7.2)

11 = modulus of elasticity
I = moment of inertia

K = kip
k - stiffness
p = Poisson's ratio for concrete



APPENDIX A

DESIGN OF AN UNDERGROUND PERSONNEL SHELTER

A.1 GENERAL

The underground personael shelter was designed to provide protection against the blast
effects of a nuclear weapon detonated at a distance that would produce a relatively long-dura-
tion surface overpressure of 100 psi above the shelter. The earth cover and arrangement of
the entrance corridor were chosen to provide reduction of the prompt radiation dosage in the
shelter to a safe level. A suitable ventilation system was proT .ded to ensure protection against
residual radiation and possible bacteriological or gas contamination.

The shelter area is separated from the entrance corridor by an airtight steel-plate door.
A blast door at the surface was necessary because a feasible labyrinth configuration could not
be found which would provide a substantial reduction of the reflected pressures at the end of
the corridor for all the possible orientations. It was decided that the best type of entrance
door was one that would be flush with the ground surface and therefore loaded by side-on pres-
sures rather than the higher Intensity reflected pressures to which a conventional vertical type
door would be subjected. The horizontal door is mounted on commercial type wheels and rails
and may be rolled into position to close off the shelter corridor. A modified commercial jack,
which is mounted on the corridor ceiling, provides for opening of the door if it should become
damaged or jammed by debris.

An emergency exit which consists of a sand-filled vertical shaft above a steel-plate trap
door is located in one corner of the shelter area. The trap door is opened by pulling down on a
lever mechanism mounted in the ceiling. The sand drops into the shelter, leaving an open exit
to the surface. A vertical steel ladder i built into the wall for ascending through the shaft to
the surface.

A.2 DESIGN BLAST LOADING

The roof slab was designed to withstand a constant overpressure of 100 psi with an instan-
taneous time of rise. The upward blast pressure on the floor slab was taken as 75 psi. The
estimated blast pressures on the walls were not critical since the strength of the wall was
determined by the requirements of the roof and floor slabs.

A.3 STRENGTH CRITERIA

The entire structure was designed for dynamic behavior using ultimate strength theory.'
Concrete was required to have a minimum compressive strength of 4000 psi at 30 days.

Reinforcing steel was intermediate grade with deformations conforming to ABTM Designation
AbS0-OT, with a minimum specified yield point of 40,000 psi and a probable average of
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50,000 psi. The latter figure was used for design. The structural steel conformed to ABTM
Designation A7-50, with a minimum specified yield point of 33,000 psi and a probable average
value of approximately 40,000 psI. The figure of 40,000 pot was used for design. The dynamic
design tensile and compressive yield stresses for steel and the dynamic ultimate compres-
sive stress for concrete were increased over the static values to account for the rapid strain
rates caused by the blast loading.

A.4 DESIGN

Most of the structure was designed for plastic deformation. The sliding door at the en-
trance and the trap door at the escape hatch were designed elastically to avoid excessive
deformation which could result in jamming.

The sliding door Is a 9 ft 6 in. by 3 ft 9 in. by 8 in. reinforced-concrete slab in a structural
steel channel frame, subdivided into three two-way panels by structural steel wide-flange sec-
tions. This arrangement gave a minimum slab thickness and weight. To provide against nega-
tive phase pressures, a latching device consisting of four bolts passing through the door and
secured to the corridor walls was incorporated In the design.

The 3- by 3-ft steel-plate trap door below the emergency escape hatch is composed of a
t/-in. steel plate supported by three structural steel channels.

The roof slab, floor slab, and longitudinal side walls of the shelter proper were designed
as one-way panels. The end walls were designed as two-way panels using crack line theory.$
Typical design computations are shown in Sec. A.7 for the roof slab of the shelter.

A.5 ANALYSES

The analyses of the various members of the structure which are exposed to blast consists
in the solution of the equation of motion, F - R = mee, where F is the applied blast force, R is
the internal resistance of the structural member, me is the mass of an equivalent one-degree-
of-freedom system, 4 and I is the acceleration of the mass.

This equation of motion can be readily solved by any of several numerical-integration'
methods. The numerical method illustrated in Sec. A.7.2 for the analyses of the roof slab of
the shelter Is the "trial-and-error-solution" described in reference 2.

A.6 ARCHITECTURAL AND STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS

The architectural and structural drawings for the personnel shelter are shown in Figs. A.i
through A.5. The structure shown on these drawings, except for the architectural, is essen-
tially the same as the as-built structure. Several modifications and additions-have been made
on these drawings subsequent to the test of the shelter. The most significant of these modifi-
catlons and additions are:

1. Toilet added.
2. Wooden airtight door between exhaust air chamber and intake air chamber replaced with

a steel-plate airtight door.
3. Concrete parapet framing around rolling door strengthened.
4. Amo pards for protection of wheels of rolling door added.
. fe of rebound bolt assembly in rolling door increased.

I. Chmp In capacity from 50 to 30 persons.
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A.? SAMPLE COMPUTATIONS

A.7.1 Roof Slab Design

Clear span: 12 ft 0in.
Centerline span: 13 ft 3 in.

Lvadhwq:
Blast (assuming 10 per cent Increase over static load) 100 pal x 1.10 x 0.144- 15.65
Soil, (4-ft 7-In. cover) 0.100 x4.58 - 0.46
Concrete (assuming a 1-ft 9-In, thickness) 0.150 x 1.15 - 0.26

16.51 K/ft

Thickness
(1) Moment

RiLA

3 560 in. k

For MV.,LT =MS.MT; p =1.5; f'ac - i.35fo = 540 p1; and Idy -1.35 f7 - 61,500 pai

MtULT
900 psi K/in.' (reference 1, pag 267) (A)

d 57=00 =12. 8 in.
12(900)

t(req'd) =15 in.

(2) Shear

d 16-57(6)(1000) -23.6 in.

t(req'd) -26 in.

From this it is seen that shear governs. Now try 12- by 12-In, haunches to reduce thickness.

d - ! (22.6) - 19.1 in.

t(req'd) A 21 in.

Therefore try a 21-in. section with 12- by 12-In, haunches.
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B.iuforcement

For the assumed sections the moment capacity of the support is controlled by the wall steel
at the construction Joint below the haunch.

(1) Capacity at Support
Try #8 at 5 in. outside face; #6 at 12 in. inside face for wall reinforcement.

MBt.,T - Pe = A'fdyd' + 0.85 facab(1/2)(d' + t - a) - 0.5 Pd' (A.2)

P - 16.57(13.25)(1/2) = 109.5 K

P fdy
an + (A -A') (A.3)a 0 .5bf.S (S5bfa

100.5 (1.90- 0.44)(50 x 1.25)
a0.85(12)(4 x 1.25) 0.85(12)(4 x 1.25Y 2.15 + 1.79 = 2.94 in.

[The dynamic increase factor (1.25) in assumed as the average of recommended maximum
values for section in flexure and section in pure compression, i.e., (1/2)(0.35 + 0.15) = 0.25.J
Therefore

MSULT = 0.44(62.5)(11.13) + 0.85(5)(3.94Q(6)(11.13 + 15.00- 3.94) - 0.5(109.5)(11.13)

MSULT = 1922 in. K

and

MSULT(1) = 0.44(62.5)(11.13) + 0.85(5)(3.04)(6)(26.13 - 3.04) - 0.5(64)(11.13)

MSULTa) = 1741 in. K

174113: o._ - t8

(2) Resistance Rmu at , Yielding

%yield moment MCULT= Asfdy(d - 0.5a)

As - #8 at 5 In., 1-In. cover

1.90(67.5)
0.85bf 0.85(12)(5.4) 2.3 In.
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=tL 1.90(67.5)(19."0- 1.16) =2360 in. K

Us UT £ 913 in. K (by trial using Eq. A.2)

Therefore

- 8m (2360 + 1912) - 215 K13.25(2)

(S) Stiffness
it is sufficiently accurate for stiffness computations in this case to neglect the effect of

the haunches. The resistance function for the roof slb is shown In Sec. A.7.2.

RIO ) kL(1 + L)RI
XYhl = 3843!I 4AE

= 13325P 1.2(13.25)(1.1)

= 3 384(432 x 10) A .1)2l~ i5i4i1)5

- 130(0.0315 + 0.0057)10' = 0.00483 ft (A.4)

= (Rmax - R1)L3 kL(1 + g)(Rmajc- I) + xyP1XYTI 384EI 4AOK

= (215 - 130)(0.1575 + 0.0057)0-3 + 0.00483 -0.01873 ft

(4) Capacity at

M - 219(13.25)(12) -1932 =2408 in. K

As (reqd) = ACLT
A* (eq') =fdy(d - 0.5a)

Asf dy
a =0 5j = 1.225 A,

As (req'd) 2408 062A .5s nA,(eq') -(1.35 x 50)(19.50061A) 1.5sIn

Therefore try #8 at 5 in.
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A.Y.2 Resistance Function

2#e18eita. , at Slo001 Yflug

L 13.25

MULis obtained using 3q. A.2, and, since the lue at (1 )lk = P is necessary to solve
this eqution, the solution is obtained by converging trials. The final trial is shon below.

From Preceding trial R, - 128 K, therefore P 64 K. Using sq. A.$

a -+1." -2.04In.

Tberefore elastic range stiffnes

k x--'L -NOo K/ft

Ad elasto-plastic range stiffness

kg Xm - 6110K/f

ae-S

!I
g

m - L- =. 0 eidp-eeei/ft

W1

Maixfc m t = 0.M(0.SN) = 0.227
xmasto-plasti 1, a o.,"Of' 29) -0 .284
Plastic m, = 0o ee(D- u) = o 197
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Nouris i -*wewcm soldio for DeflecHon I
, . , 1, 1, hI 3 3

Po p kip At- m, AX x (oai.) (olo.)

0 0 0 0
191 5 166 0.0044 0.2 0.41 0.00041 5.5

0.001 0.82 0.00041 11
27 11 0.004 0.72 1.18 0.00118 27

1.54 0.00159 42
o 123 0.0044 0.54 1.81 0.00181 67

0.003 3.08 0.00340 31
110 81 0.0044 0.36 2J6 0.0026 109

0.004 2.44 0.00166 128
135 56 0.0043 0.24 2.6 0.00256 136

0.005 2.68 0.00822 144
153 38 0.000 0.17 2.76 0.00276 152

0.006 2.86 0.0106 161
170 21 0.0043 0.00 2.90 0.00290 17O

0.007 2.94 0.01388 I76
166 3 0.0043 0.01 2.5 0.00295 187

0.006 2.96 0.01663 196
201 -10 0.0043 -0.04 2.93 0.00293 201

0.009 2.1 0.01376 205.5
205.5 -14.5 0.0051 -0.07 2.87 0.00287

0.010 2.64 0.0226
0.0608 -0.74 2A7 0.0247

0.020 2.10 0.0473

M -0.14 1.73 0.0173
0.030 1.36 0.848

0.0508 -0.74 0.99 0.0099
-0.040 0.62 0.0746

0.0508 -0.74 0.25 0.025
-I0.050 -0.12 007

Muz. X - 0.93 In.. ft

Therefore we usumea semce for final.
ote:.? - force, [ - resistance, At - acceleratio n - velocity, X - displacemed.

I. Charles 8. Whitney, Plastic Theory of Reiforoed Concrete Design, Trans. Am. Noc. Civil
nasrs., 107: 251-282 (1942).

2. C. L Whitney, 3. 0. Anderson, and Z. Cohen, Design of Blast Resistant Construction for
Atomic Kzplosions, J. Am. Concrete last., 36: 679 (March 190).

3. C. . Whitney, B. 0. Anerson, and Z. Cohen, Design of Mast Resistant Construction for
Atomic tploslow, . Am. Concrete Inst., O: 634 (March 1965).

4. C. . Whitney, 3. 0. Anderson, and Z. Cohen, Design of Blast Resistant Construction for
Atomic Exq lous, . Am. Concrete Int., 26 612 (March 1O5).

5. C. . Whitney, 3. 0. Anderson, ad 2. Cohen, Design of Blast Resistant Coustructiom for
Atomic ExplosIons, J. Am. Concrete Inst., 26: 615 (March 104).
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APPENDIX B

PROTECTIVE VENTILATION

B.1 INTRODUCTION

B.1.1 Objective

The purpose of this work was to provide protection against atomic, bacteriological, and
chemical attack for two prototype 50-man FCDA shelters and to determine the ability of the
protective installations to withstand an atomic detonation.

B.1.2 Background

For a number of years the Chemical Corps has been active in the development of equipment
and methods of operation for protective shelters. There are two general methods by which the
occupants of a shelter can be provided with protection against all toxic gases and aerosols other
than through the use of individual protective equipment such as the gas mask.

The first method involves the use of a motor blower with filter units to provide a continu-
ous supply of filtered air which maintains a positive pressure of purified air within the struc-
ture and acts to preclude the entrance of atmospheric contaminants from without. The E4 anti-
blast closure was developed for protection of the filter units and personnel within this type of
shelter during the extreme overpressures encountered during an atomic detonation. The de-
velopment and tests conducted using this equipment on a pressurized type of shelter and under
conditions of a nuclear explosion are reported in Greenhouse Annex 6.10, WT-42, a classified
report.

The second method of providing the desired shelter protection is through the use of a new
filter medium known as "diffusion board." This board is similar to ordinary wall boards, such
as Celotex, except that activated charcoal is added to the wet pulp make-up. This board, when
used to form the walls of a protective enclosure, acts as a reactive diffusion barrier. Carbon
dioxide and water vapor concentrations which would normally increase continually within an
enclosure under conditions of prolonged human occupancy increase only to moderate levels and
stabilize due to the process of diffusion through the board. The driving force for the diffusion
process is the concentration gradient across the barrier. By the same token, an appreciable
concentration of toxic gas outside the enclosure would set up a reverse driving force into the
enclosure; however, in passage through the board, the toxic agent is removed by the activated
charcoal incorporated directly within the board. The protection afforded by a shelter of this
type is dependent upon very good seals at all joints and the elimination of all sources of air
leakage from without.

The FCDA requested that the Chemical Corps participate in their shelter program being
conducted on Operation Teapot at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) in the spring of 1955. Two 50-man
shelters designed by Ammann & Whitney were made available for Chemical Corps instrumen-
tation. Each of the shelters wa tested in a different test detonation, although the overpressure
anticipated at each test shelter was approximately 100 psi.
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Since the first of these shelters was tested in the early shot, it was decided to equip this

test shelter as a diffusion-board type of protective shelter. The second shelter was involved in
the open shot. This shelter was equipped with a motor blower, filter, and pertinent equip-
ment required for operation as a pressurized type protective shelter. Aerosol tests were con-
ducted before and after the shot on each of these shelters to determine in each case if there
was any loss in protective efficiency of the shelter as a result of the test detonation.

B.1.3 Preshot Development Work (Diffusion Shelter)

0 (a) General. The interior of the shelter proper was a room approximately 25 ft long, 12 ft
wide, and 8 ft high (see Chap. 1). The entrance door was a Navy type steel bulkhead door
equipped with rubber gaskets and a series of levers and dogs for securing a tight air seal. In
the roof in the right rear corner of the structure was the emergency escape hatch, 3 by S ft,
equipped with a steel door and 6arth-filled to a depth of 6 ft 6 in. It was felt that this dirt cover
would be sufficient to preclude the entrance of contaminants through the escape hatch and that
the rubber-gasketed steel bulkhead door should provide an airtight seal when the door was
clamped into positiom.

The diffuslo-board istallation was made on a wood framing of nominal 2- by 4-in. lumber
attached to the masonry walls. A special type of construction was used to set the wood framing
away from the walls and ceiling to provide a continuous and interconnected void area between
the diffusion board and the masonry walls. The void width around the walls varied from
1% to 3% in. except at the closets, which will be subsequently described, and at the ceiling,
where the thickness of the void area was approximately I ft. The construction of the wood
framing was arranged with sufficient clearance around both the escape hatch and entrance door
to permit ready access to each of these doors.

Mechanical ventilation of the void area was provided since, during normal shelter occupancy
without ventilation of the void, the carbon dioxide and water vapor diffusing through the diffu-
sion-board wall would reach an equilibrium with the concentration on the protected side of the
barrier, neutralizing the driving force for diffusion.

The air inlet to the void area consisted of a length of standard 6-In. steel pipe equipped at
the top with a pipe tee (whose open ends were covered with expanded metal), which was Installed
about 3 ft above the level of the dirt fill on top of the shelter. The lower end of the pipe was
interconnected to an 1 antiblast closure, thence to the inlet of a Buffalo Forge motor blower,
model No. SKHSSD3D2. An orifice was Imtalled between the pipe flanges, together with up-
stream and downstream tape for flow measurement. This equipment is shown in Fig. B.a.

The output side of the blower was comected to a flanged shet-metal box which contained
an adjustable plate for varying the blower exhaut opening and which was used as a method of
controlling the output rate of air flow. Sarmounting this plate were two 10- by 10-in. Dustop
type air filters set in series and a cover plate of expanded metal which was held in place by a
series of -in. machine screw@ located arowd the outer perimeter. The air inlet equipment
was housed In a closet covered with %-Is. plywood around the air inlet equipment. Approximate
floor dimensions of the closet as shom in Fig. 3.2 were 11/4 by 9%/ ft.

The air exhaust equipment, which is shown In Fig. 5.$, consisted of a base of channel iron
upon which an Z4 astiblast closure was instaled. The top of the antblast closure was connected
to a section of 6-in. pipe running about I ft above the dirt fill and surmounted by a pipe tee.

The closet for this equipment was covered with plywood and occupied a floor space 2 by 2
ft. This is shown in Pig. B.4. The open ends of the pipe tees at the inlet and exhaust were ori-
ented to a position 900 from GZ. The pipes were further streogthened by the addition of a 2-ft
deep 3- by S-ft concrete block cast around the pipes to provide additional strength where these
pipes extend through the roof of the shelter. Further details of construction are shown in Figs.
B.A through B.8.

(b) Pressure Tests of Difftuson Board. Since the diffusion board represents a very recent
development, there were no available test data on what pressure the board would withstand
without rupture. A series of static pressure tests was arranged, using a wood frame having a
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Fig. B.1 -Air inlet equipment installation.

Fig. B.2 -ront wall framing construction. showing closet.
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Fig. 3.3 -Air exhaust antiblast closur instalaion.

Fig. 3.4 -Air exhaust equipment and clcsst
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Fig. LS5-Incomplete construction around escape hateh.

M~g. 3.6 -Incomplete constuction around entrance door.
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Fig. 3.7 -Wall seals around escape hatch.

Fig..8- Completed installation around entrance door.



sectiou of diffusion board mounted on the face and a wood back section fitted with two pipe

nipples-one for the introdction of compressed air and the second for use as a pressure tap
connected to a mercury manometer. By increasing the flow of compressed air into the plenum
between the diffusion board and wood sections, the pressure was increased until rupture oc-
curred.

From these tests it was shown that the bursting pressure of the diffusion board varies with
the distance between supports. It was also shown that the use of wood cover strips in mounting
the diffusion board tends to distribute the pressure along each seam and prevents the board
pulling loose at the nail locations.

Further tests showed that with an even shorter span of diffusion board a somewhat higher
bursting pressure could be realized, but it was felt that the additional framing reptired, plus
the further loss of effective diffusion-board area (area made unusable because of impermeable
wood backing), would make such a design undesirable.

On the basis of the foregoing tests, the diffusion board in the shelter installation was sup-
ported throughout on 2-ft centers in each direction, and a wood cover strip was used to hold the
diffusion board to each of these supports. All the wood framing on which the diffusion board
was mounted was of 2- by 2-in. and 2- by 4-in. common softwood lumber. The 2- by 4-in.
framing which formed a room within the shelter was attached to the concrete walls by gun-
driven nail type anchors. Special care was taken in the mounting of the diffusion board. At each
seam a bead of caulking material (Rhino Brand, Pecora Paint Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.) was
applied to each diffusion board, and a second bead was applied on top of the joint prior to in-
stallation of the cover strip. Similar care was taken where the void area was terminated, with
caulking seals between the wood framing and the cement walls of the shelter. Approximately
23 quarts of caulking compounds was used to make all seams and Joints impermeable.

(c) Area of Diffusion Board Available. It had been determined by previous human occu-
pancy tests conducted at the Army Chemical Center that an area of diffusion board equivalent
to 10 sq ft per man would provide satisfactory protection and environmental conditions to sus-
stain life. In the FCDA shelter, Station 1, the available area of diffusion board was about
43i sq ft. The available areas in different sections of the shelter are indicated in Table B.I.
This area of diffusion board would be sufficient for 43 occupants, reducing the design occupancy
from 50.

Table B.1-AVAILABLE AREAS OF DIFFUSION BOARD

Diffusion board available,
Location sq ft

Ceiling 198.0
Front wall 19.8
Left wall 102.3
Right wall 75.8
Rear wall 28.7
Escape-hatch perimeter wall 6.6

Total area 431.2

(d) Available Void Area. The void area is important as a means of removing the carbon
dioxide and water vapor passing through the diffusion board, and it acts as an expansion cham-
ber to dissipate the pressure which passes through each of the two antiblast closures during
the overpressure-Initinted closing action of the closure units. In the 50-man FCDA shelter
containing the diffusion-board Installation, the total void area was approximately 506 cu ft. A
more detailed breakdown is shown in Table B.2.
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Table B.2-VOID-AREA LCATION8

Volume of void.
Location on ft

Ceiling 249.4
Front wall (including closet) 146.3
Right wall 26.4
Rear wall (including closet) 37.9
Left wall 45.1

Total 505.1

(e) Antiblast Closure Settings. The E4 antiblast closure is a blast-initiated device designed
to protect ventilation systems against the extreme overpressures of an atomic detonation. The
unit has flanges for interconnection with standard 6-in. pipe fittings at the inlet and with stand-
ard 5-in. pipe fittings on the protected side. At a flow of 300 cfm the air resistance of the unit
is about I in. of water. A 1/-in.-thick 106/8-in.-diameter aluminum plate is maintained at a
height of about I in. above a gasketed perforated steel bedplate by a spring operating on a
plunger attached to the plate at its center. In normal position the air moves around the alumi-
num plate and passes through the perforated bedplate. A sharp rise in overpressure forces the
floating aluminum plate down on the gasketed bedplate, sealing off the unit to further air flow.
This situation is relieved by the passage of the positive-pressure phase, and the unit reopens
in the negative-pressure phase.

Since the shelters were designed to withstand 100 psi, a reflected pressure on the alumi-
num plate could be of the order of 480 psi. Assuming an instantaneous pressure rise of this
magnitude, it can be shown by calculation that the closing time would be considerably less than
I msec. However, even with such a finite closing time some of the air bypasses the valve dur-
ing Its closing operation.

At Aberdeen Proving Ground, shock-tube teats were conducted with the protected side of
the closure connected to a sealed steel tank of known volume. This system was subjected to
shock waves of varying magnitude, and pressure measurements were taken on the unprotected
side of the closure and within the steel tank. On the assumption of adiabatic expansion without
change in temperature, a formula was developed whereby the volume of air passing through the
closure for any magnitude of overpressure could be determined if the protected side pressure
and volume were known. For a given overpressure and known volume of air passing the clo-
sure, the pressure build-up in any chamber of known volunpcould be readily calculated. This
derivation is shown In Greenhouse Annex 6.10, WT-42. -

In this installation the available free void volume on the protected side of the two closures
was 505 cu ft, or 252.5 cu ft per closure. Using this free volume and based on a design over-
pressure of 100 psi, it was calculated that the pressure blld-up within the void volume would
be about '/2 lb/sq in., assuming an immediate distribution and equilization of the pressure in all
sections of the void volume. These pressure calculations were based on operation of the clo-
sure plate at a height of I in. above the perforated bedplate. The closets housing the intake and
exhaust antiblast closures were covered with %-ln. plywood to take care of any surge pres-
sures which might momentarily develop prior to equillzation of the pressure throughout the
void space.

(f) Adjustment of Air Flow Throngh the Void. By use of the orifice installed between the
pipe flanges upstream of the blower and the flow control iWlve located in the sheet-metal housing
containing the Dustop filters, the flow through the blower was measured at 54 din. The flow
control valve plate, which is held in position by springs, acts as a shock absorber for the high
momentary flow which it is anticipated will pass the closure during its operation.
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(g) Shelter Aerosol Test. The principal objective of the aerosol tests conducted tefore
and after the test detonation was to assess any change in the protective efficiency of the diffu-
sion-board installation due to the effects of the blast. The predetonation fluorescein aerosol
test was conducted by generating an aerosol concentration within the nonprotected void space
and measuring the aerosol penetration at a series of sampling stations distributed throughout
the protected areas of the shelter. The test data thus obtained showed a uniformly low pene-
tration at all of the protected area sampling stations and further indicated that there were no
localized sources of high leakage in the diffusion-board installation.

) Pressure Instrumentation. Pressure instrumentation stations were used at three lo-
cations in the shelter. The first was located outside the Navy type bulkhead door; the second
was located in the void area between the masonry wall and the diffusion-board installation in
the closet housing the motor blower unit; and the third pressure gauge was located in the shel-
ter proper underneath the escape hatch. Calibration of the gauge and pressure measurements
were conducted by the Sandia Corporation.

B.1.4 Preshot Development Work (Pressurized Type of Shelter)

(a) General. The 50-man shelter tested in the open shot was similar to that used for
the diffusion type shelter. However, in this installation the escape hatch was located in the
ceiling where the left wall (wall nearest GZ) intersected the front wall of the shelter. An ex-
terior view of the shelter showing the blast door, escape hatch, and inlet and exhaust pipe tees
is shown in Fig. B.9. In addition, an 8-in. reinforced-concrete wall was installed 4 ft from
the rear shelter wall. The room thus formed was further subdivided into two rooms of equal
size by an additional concrete wall of similar thickness. The room on the right (when facing
the installation from the shelter entrance door) contained the antiblast closures, inlet piping,
and the motor blower and filter installation, as well as ducting through the wall to supply fil-
tered air to the shelter proper. The left equipment room or air exhaust chamber contained the
exhaust antiblast closures and piping, and two ErRI anti-back draft valves set in the forward
wall for shelter pressure regulation (Fig. B.10). In addition, this room contained a 110-volt a-c
3-kw Onan gasoline-powered electric generator to provide a continuous power supply in the
event of a power failure from the normal source, which was an Onan 5-kw generator installed
outside the shelter. This equipment is shown in Fig. B.11. A Navy type steel bulkhead door
was used as the entrance to the left equipment room. This door is shown in Fig. B.12. Entrance
to the right equipment room could be made only by entering the left equipment room and re-
moving a wood panel (Fig. B.13) in the partition between the two rooms. The equipment in the
inlet air chamber and a general layout of the pressurized shelter are shown in Figs. B.14 and
B.15, respectively.

(b) Basis of Design. The design was advantageous in that the concrete wall would provide
good shielding for the occupants from any accumulation of radioactive particulate matter in the
filter equipment located in the right equipment room. In addition, each of these rooms con-
tained a gross volume of 182 cu ft which would be available for alleviation of the pressure due
to the air bypassing the antiblast closures during the passage of the positive pressure wave of
the detonation.

Since all the filtered air leaving the shelter would be through the left equipment room, this
room was a good location for the emergency power supply. This location would provide ade-
quate blast protection for the generator, and the hazard of a carbon monoxide build-up from
exhaust would be minimized by the mixing action with the filtered air supply and the immediate
exhaust of the mixture from the room through the air exhaust piping. Although not planned as
a part of this test installation, it was felt that this room would be a good location for the in-
stallation of a chemical type toilet for the use of the shelter occupants.

The Chemical Corps filter used was the 3S; gas and particulate filter, 600 cfm, and at this
rated flow it provides protection equivalent to that of the standard military gas mask canister.
This air flow by standard ventilation practices would provide satisfactory ventilation for 60
persons. The filter unit was equipped with plywood plenums at both inlet and exhaust ends. The
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inlet plenum mwa further equipped with a replaceable Dustop type prefilter to prolong the life
of the main filter unit. This plenum arrangement permitted the installation of the motor blower
unit and exhaust elbow on top of the filter unit, minimizing the floor space requirement for the
filter installation. Two 34 antiblast closures were installed in parallel in both the inlet and

* - exhaust piping systems to accommodate the tull rated air flow of the filter unit.

(c) hslet .sd Exhaust Pipiog Systems. Both the inlet and exhaust piping installations were
identical. In each, at the top was a standard threaded 6-in. pipe tee extending about 1% ft above
the dirt fill. The 6-in. pipe running down through the roof of the shelter contained a pipe cou-
pling surrounded by a concrete pier 2 by 3 by 3 ft for anchorage and support. Near the ceiling
in each installation, a set of 6-in. threaded flanges was used to permit the uncoupling of the
entire piping system within the structure if necessary.

A short distance beneath the flange installation a pipe tee was installed, the bottom con-
nection of which was connected to a section of pipe extending down to the concrete floor with
a flange at the base providing anchorage and support for the whole assembly. The two side
connections of the pipe tee were connected by right-angle ells and pipe nipples to an antiblast
closure located on each side of the central support pipe.

Standard 5-in. pipe tees were installed beneath each antiblast closure with the 90 con-
nection used to permit air flow and for ready access to the base of the antiblast closure spindle
for a periodic inspection of the free operation of the spindle and plate assembly. Flanges whose
height above the floor was adjustable were attached at the base of the pipe section connected to
the tees to facilitate removal of the antiblast closures. This arrangement was common in both
inlet and exhaust piping installations. The aluminum plates of all antiblast closures were set
at a level of I in. above the gasketed bedplate.

(d) Motor Blower for En Filter Unit. A blower capable of producing an air flow of 600 cfm
at an operating head of 5% in. of water was procured from Revcor, Chicago, il. The unit had a
91/-in.-dameter impeller and would meet the flow and operating requirements; however, the
115-volt a-c 1-hp 3450-rpm electric motor used was definitely overloaded in producing this
air flow at the specified operating head.

A test was conducted with the blower producing a flow of about 540 cfm at a head of 5.8
in. of water continuously for a period of 6 hr. In this test the rise in motor temperature sta-
bilized at about 25 C, which was considerably less than the 40*C rise allowed by the manu-
facturer of this motor. From this test it appeared that the motor could run continuously under
these conditions without undue overheating.

This flow output would be more than sufficient for a shelter of this type since with re-
duction in floor space due to the equipment rooms the shelter proper has 243 sq ft of floor
space and could accommodate only 40 persons on the basis of 6 sq ft per person. According
to ABUVU Ventilation Standards, 10 cu ft per person is an acceptable minimum ventilation rate.

(e) Predetosation Aerosol Tests of Filter. The major potential source of blast damage to
the to gas and particulate filter in the pressurized structure lay in the possibility of rupture
of the filter material. As indicated in Greenhouse Annex 6.10, WT-42, a classified report,
rupture of particulate filters utilizing type 6 filter material occurs at relatively low pressure
drops across the filter material.

In order to determine any change in filtration efficiency due to blast damage to the filter
unit, aerosol tests of the filter unit were conducted "before" and "after" the test detonation.
The predetonation aerosol test of this filter was conducted at the Army Chemical Center in ac-
cordance with standard Chemical Corps acceptance test procedure. The data obtained through
this test indicated a satisfactorily low level of penetration which readily met current accept-
ance standards established by the Chemical Corps for this type of filter. A predetonaton
fluorescein aerosol test was also conducted on the filter unit in the shelter prior to the test
detonation.

(t) Power Supply Circuit. Blectrical power was supplied to the shelter from an externally
installed gasoline-operated electric generator whose power supply could not be guaranteed
after time zero. The emergency electrical power supply (a 115-volt a-c 3kw gasoline-op-
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orated electric generator) was provided to sustain the power supply after the detonation. This
* generator would operate continuously and, upon failure of the external power supply, would
|* assume the electrical load.

To provide an automatic switchover to this power source upon failure of the edrnal power
supply, a Struthers Dunn S0-amp double-pole double-throw relay was used. This relay was
wired so that as long as the solenoid was activated from the external power supply the power
from this circuit would be maintained. Failure of the external power supply would deactivate
the solenoid, breaking this circuit, and the spring action of the relay would close the emer-
gency power supply circuit.

An Katerline-Angus recorder whose paper feed is powered by a :15-volt &-c synchronous
electric motor was used to obtain a permanent record of how long power remained available
from the outside power source and from the emergency generator. The paper feed rate was
set at 6 in./hr. The pen circuits of the recorder were wired with single-pole single-throw
relays so that failure of each power source would change the pen setting and the time of failure
could be established from the chart. The wiring diagram is shown in Fig. 3.16.

(g) Predicted Pressure Build-sj in Inlet and Exhaust Air Csambers. The calculated free
volume in the inlet air chamber was determined to be 160.35 cu ft and that of the exhaust
chamber, 161.18 cu ft. The anticipated peak overpressure was 100 paL However, two Z# anti-
blast closure units were located in each of these chambers; thus for calculation purposes It was
assumed that each blast closure would have a free volume of 80 cu ft. By the method used In
Sec. B.i.2e of this report; and based on the 100-pai overpressure, a peak pressure of 1.4
psi was anticipated in each of these chambers. This pressure was substantially less than the
rupturing pressure for the filter material, and it was felt that subsequent reexpansion into the
1930 cu ft free volume in the shelter proper would reduce the pressure In this area to a negligi-
ble level. The antiblast closure plate settings on all valves were at a height of I In. above the
gasketed bedplate.

(7) First Operational Tests on Stelter. The wooden door was installed between the inlet
and exhaust chambers, and the crack around the edges of the door was taped with masking tape.
All shelter doors were closed, Including the escape hatch which was sealed with masking tape
in lieu of the dirt fill normally used. Using the pressure taps at the Influent and effluent ends
of the filter to obtain the pressure drop across the filter, an air flow could be ascertained from
previous air flow vs pressure drop taken on this filter at the Army Chemical Center.

The shelter pressure m measured by means of a draft gauge, the high pressure side of
which was open in the shelter, with the low pressure side referenced to atmospheric air. In
this manner the level of shelter pressure for a known input air flow could be established. The
two 904 anti-back draft valves through which the shelter air is conducted into the exhaust
chamber act to stabilie the shelter pressure; and, through the use of known counterweight
settings and fixed flap openings, the volumetric air flow could be ditermined from predeter-
mined calibration data.

The first series of data taken of shelter pressures at various rates of input air flow was
subsequently found to be erroneous because of the leakage of air around the wooden door in-
stalled between the inlet and exhaust air chambers. aince the recirculated air would not con-
tribute to the shelter pressurization level and only a total flow measurement through the filter
was obtained, the relative amounts of fresh and recirculated air could not readily be established.

The leakage was discovered during subsequent tests in which the gasoline-powered elec-
tric generator m operated in the exhaust chamber, with the filtered air supply on and all
doors closed. In these tests, after 20 min of operation, the carbon monoxide content of the
shelter was found to be 0.04 per cent, using a Mine Safety Appliance Co. carbon monoxide de-
tector. It was felt at the time that this carbon monoxide level could have resulted from initial
leakage in setting up this test, and under these conditions the conttuous input of fresh air
would act to dilute and reduce the carbon monoxide content in the shelter. However, at the end
of 1 hr the carbon monoxide content in the filtered air supply to the shelter proper was meas-
ured and determined to be 0.04 per cent, firmly establishing that there was leakage between
the exhaust and inlet air chambers.
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It was also noted that the temperature in the exhaust chamber where the gasoline-powered
electric generator was operated rose only to 80"F during the test, which indicated that the air
supply through the exhaust chamber was adequate for ventilation of the gasoline-powered elec-
tric generator.

() Final Operational Tests on Shelter. To eliminate leakage around the wooden door sepa-
rating the inlet and exhaust air chambers, a commercial caulking compound was used to seal
the crack around the perimeter of the door; the caulked area was covered with masking tape;
and the three wooden bars holding the door in place were tightened with wooden wedges to fur- j
ther improve the seal. With the improved door seal, the operational test of the shelter was
reinitiated with the gasoline-operated generator with the filtered air supply on and with all
shelter doors closed.

At the end of 15 min, the carbon monoxide in the filtered air which was discharged into
the shelter was measured and was found to be zero. The content in the shelter after 17 min of
operation was similarly found to be zero. At a time level of 25 min, the carbon monoxide con-
tent in the exhaust chamber where the generator was located was found to be 0.06 per cent.
After i hr of operation the carbon monoxide content in the filtered air discharged to the shelter
and within the shelter was again determined to be zero. At this time the level in the exhaust
chamber was 0.08 per cent.

During this test the shelter pressurization level was maintained at about 0.75 in. of water
as referred to atmosphere. The counterweight settings on the two EIRS anti-back draft valves
located in the wall between the shelter proper and the exhaust chamber were 2% in. on valve
I and 2% in. on valve 2. The combined flow through the valves was about 250 cfm. For the
last 10 min of this test, the main electrical power source was cut off, and the system reverted
to operation on the emergency electrical power generator. This power source assumed the
electrical load without difficulty and operated adequately for the 10-min period. It was noted
that the shelter pressure during operation on the emergency power source was about 0.1 in.
of water lower than with the system operating from the outside current supply. This condition
was presumably due to a lower voltage output from the emergency generator and was not deemed
serious.

() Final Pressurization Tests of Shelter. With the wooden door between inlet and exhaust
chambers caulked and sealed, access to the filter for pressure drop-air flow measurements .9
was no longer possible without breaking the sealing on this door. This condition precluded the
measurement of air flow by the pressure drop method, and, since direct flow measurement
equipment was not available, an indirect method of ascertaining the air flow through the elec-
trical power input to the motor blower unit was used in these tests.

The electrical power input to the motor blower was measured with a wattmeter (model
432, Weston Electrical Instrument Corp., Newark, N. J.). The laboratory data of flow vs power
input, as shown in Fig. B.17, were used to obtain the flow measurement for measured power
values at the test site. The data thus obtained, together with the flow through the anti-back
draft valves and shelter leakage, are shown in Table B.3 and in Fig. B.18. During these tests
all doors were closed, and the escape hatch was taped in lieu of the dirt fill normally utilized.
Although the method used did not utilize a direct method of flow measurement, the data are
believed to be substantially correct. As indicated in Table B.3, the flow setting to be used
during the detonation was about 378 cfm with a protective level of pressurization of 0.71 in.
of water.

B.2 TEST RESULTS

B.2.1 Test Results on the Diffusion Shelter

(a) General. The 50-man shelter equipped with diffusion board was tested on early shot.
There was no discernible structural damage.
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(b) Inlet and Exhaust Pipes. The inlet and exhaust pipes whose tees were about 3 ft above
the ground were bent to an angle of 600 from the perpendicular, but it appeared that these pipes
could still have provided the requisite ventilation for the void area between the diffusion board
and the structural walls of the shelter.

(c) Diffusion-board Installation. A visual inspection of the diffusion-board installation
was made, and it revealed no signs of rupture or visible damage.

(d) Pressure Within Shelter. Pressure instrumentation by the Sandia Corporation of the
void area behind the diffusion-board walls and within the shelter proper indicated a zero pres-
sure reading at each location.

(e) Electrical Power from Gasoline-powered Generator. The chart record from the ister-
line-Angus recorder indicated that power was available to the motor blower unit (used for ven-
tilation of the void area) for a period of about 21/t hr following the test detonation. This evidence
is important since it shows that a gasoline-operated electric generator of this type with both
air inlet and exhaust open to blast pressures of this magnitude can provide an uninterrupted
power supply throughout the detonation.

(f) Motor Blower Unit. The motor blower unit with filters used for ventilation of the void
area was not visually damaged.

(g) Postshot Aerosol Test of Shelter. Three days after the shot, an aerosol test was con-
ducted on the shelter to determine if the protective efficiency of the diffusion-board installs-
tion had been impaired by the detonation. The test procedure used was similar to that em-
ployed in the predetonation aerosol test. The penetration data obtained were again found to be
uniform throughout the series of sampling stations within the protected area, and the over-all
penetration value for this test was less than that measured in the predetonation aerosol test.
These test results indicated that there was no adverse change in the filtration characteristics
of the diffusion-board installation due to the test detonation.

B.2.2 Test Results on Pressurized Shelter

(a) General. The 50-man shelter equipped as a pressurized shelter was tested in the
open shot. The peak overpressure at the shelter was very close to the 100 psi predicted. The

structure was for all practical purposes undamaged by the blast.

(b) Air Inlet and Exhaust Pipe Tees. The threaded pipe tees whose open ends were ori-
ented to 90 from GZ and whose height above the ground was about 18 in. were torn off by the
blast and blown approximately '/4 mile from the shelter location. The e-in. air exhaust pipe
was bent about 200, and the air inlet pipe was bent about 5 from the perpendicular.

(c) Pressure Instrumentation in Shelter. As previously indicated, pressure instrumentation
by the Sandia Corporation was at three locations in the shelter: the inlet air chamber, the ex-
haust air chamber, and within the shelter proper. Two of these pressure records were not
usable because of malfunction. The third pressure record, which was of the inlet air chamber,
showed a negligible pressure during the positive pressure wave and clearly showed the change-
over to the negative or vacuum phase of the shock front. A preliminary review of this record
indicated that the peak of the negative phase would be of the order of about 2 psi, which is a
reasonable value for a shock wave of this magnitude. It is believed that the shelter proper was
subjected to even less pressure owing to the large free volume available for alleviation of the
pressure.

(d) Functioning of El Antiblast Closure Units. The E4 antiblast closure units functioned
very well In reducing the overpressure to a negligible level within the shelter. The valves
were checked on D + f day, and each appeared to function satisfactorily; however, the valves
were not disassembled at this time.

(e) Preliminary Visual Inspection of Equipment. In the D+ I entry a visual inspection of
the gasoline generator, tank, anti-back draft valves, motor blower, and filter equipment was
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made. This inspection did not disclose any visual damage to any of the equipment indicated
above from the effects of the blast nor were there any discernible thermal effects such as
scorching of the wooden door between the inlet and exhaust air chambers. An aerosol test was
used to determine whether the Chemical Corps filter was damaged or not.

(0 Power Supply. The Eaterins-Angus recorder provided a permanent record of how long
the power supply was available from the outside and inside gasoline-operated electric gen-
erator units. This chart indicated that the outside power source failed at 0448 and the inside
generator power failed at 0452. The time of the detoation was 0510.

(g) Posidetonation Aerosol Tests of Filter. The postdetonation fluorescein aerosol test
showed a slightly higher penetration than that indicated in the predetonation test. This in-
crease, however, was not deemed significant. Following Operation Teapot, the Zu gas and
particulate filter was returned to the Army Chemical Center for a more precise assessment of
postahot filtration characteristics under laboratory conditions. The aerosol test procedure
previously employed for the predetonation aerosol test was again utilized. The average pene-
tration value for the filter as shown by the postshot aerosol test at Army Chemical Center was
slightly lower than that which was obtained in the predetonation aerosol test. These data pro-
vide positive evidence that there was no reduction in the filtration characteristics of the unit
caused by the test detonation.

B.3 DISCUSSION

B.3.1 Diffusion Shelter

(a) Aerosol Tests of Diffusion Type Shelter. An analysis of the "before" and "after"
aerosol penetration test data on the diffusion type shelter indicated that the measured penetra-
tion following the test detonation was lower than that obtained in the predetonation test. This
increase in filtration is caused by a plugging action which takes place in any mechanical filter
used against solid aerosols. In this process both the resistance to air flow and the filtration of
aerosol matter will increase. The principal information gained from these tests, however, was
that the filtration characteristics of the diffusion-board installation were not impaired by the
effects of the blast.

(b) Antiblast Closure Operation. The Z4 antiblast closures performed well in the protec-
tion of the diffusion-board installation. Static pressure tests indicated that a pressure of I
psi would produce rupture of the board. With the peak overpressure of the early shot, the
diffusion-board installation was not visually damaged, and aerosol tests confirmed that the
filtration property of the installation was not Impared by the blast. Pressure gauges both in
the void and In the shelter proper showed sero pressure readings.

(c) Diffusion-board Installation. The principal objective of this test work was to determine
whether a diffusion-board installation of this type could be adequately protected from the ef-
fects of blast. From the test results this condition was met. However, even with the extreme
care utilized in the construction of the diffusion-board installation, there was some leakage of
the installation as indicated by the aerosol tests. This condition points up the requirement for
additional development work on sealing methods and for improved test methods for locating
any minor sources of leakage in an installation of this type.

(d) Vextilanon of the Void Area. Details of the film dosimeter data are presented in
Chap. 2, Tables 2.2 through 2.12.

In an underground shelter of this type, ventilation of the void area between the diffusion
board and the structural walls is necessary to provide optimum conditions for the diffusion of
carbon dioxide and water v.por through the diffusion board. In this shelter two Dustop filters
arranged in series were used for dust filtration of the air supply in the void.

Although the film dosimeters located at the filters registered only 1.2 r as compared to a
range of 0.6 to 1.0 r in the various film dosimeters in the shelter proper, in an area of heavy
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fall-out the activity rate would increase considerably, am raditiont shielding of the air inlet
and air exhaust equipment should be incorporated in subsequent designs of shelters of this type.
Similarly, consideration should be given to the use of standard Army Chemical Corps types of
particulate filters for a more absolute filtration of dust and radioactive materials of various
types since contamination of the void area with radioactive materials would pose a distinct
radiation hazard for the occupants of the shelter.

B.3.2 Pressurized Shelter

(a) Ilet and Exhaust Pipes. The inlet and exhaust pipe tees, because of their orientation
90" from GZ, were subjected to the maximum bending and shear forces at the 1050-ft station.
Although the pipe tees were torn off by the force of the blast and the pipes bent, the damage
incurred would not have affected the operation of the ventilation system within the structure.
The lowering of the height of the inlet tees from 36 In. in the early shot to 18 In. in the open
shot reduced the bend in the pipes from 60 to 20'. It is suggested in future pipe inlet con-
figurations that these tees be welded to the pipe rather than be dependent upon the thread
strength alone.

A) Aerosol Tests and Vextilatiox Equipment. The slightly lower penetration measured in
the postdtonation test of the filter at the Army Chemical Center was probably due to the plug-
ging effect caused by the prior aerosol tests and the subsequent removal of particulate matter
by a mechanical filter of this type in normal operation. Under these circumstances the ac-
cumulation of particulate matter tends to increase both the aerosol filtration of the filter and
its pressure drop for a given air flow. It is felt that the aerosol tests of this filter show con-
clusively that there was no adverse effect on filtration due to the test detonation.

Based on a surveillance of the ventilation equipment, it was concluded that the Z4 antiblast
closure had functioned well in preventing damage to the motor blower, the 3 ts filter, the elbow
and air register, and the anti-back draft valves.

(c) Power Seoply. As previously indicated, the Eterline-Angus chart indicated failure of
the outside power generator at 0448 and failure of the generator located in the exhaust air
chamber at 0452. From this data it would appear that both power sources failed prior to zero.
However, the chart was driven by a 115-volt 60-cycle synchronous motor, and, owing to the
relatively heavy loading on the generator circuit in supplying power for this shelter and at
Station 34.3 a-2, It is possible that reduced voltage and frequency lowered the chart speed,
making the power supply available through time zero. The possibility of a lowered frequency
was brought about by the perceptible flicker in the light bulbs during previous dry runs. In
three of these dry runs, the generator ran a number of hours after the anticipated shot time.
The electrical load of the shelter equipment was only about one-half of the rated capacity of
the emergency power generator. In a number of prior tests this generator had assumed this
load without malfunction. With the protection of the antiblast closures, the generator was ex-
posed to only a negligible overpressure, and, from the early shot results, the outside gen-
erator continued operation.

The assumptions that the emergency power generator operated through the blast and that
failure was due to lack of oxygen on the premise the antiblast closures failed to reopen are
invalid since this generator had been run for periods of shout 10 min in previous tests without
ventilation and did not malfunction. To date, no valid reason has been found for the failure of
the inside generator. The amount of debris and dirt deposited in the outside generator could
have caused its failure if the generator was operating at time zero.

) Desagis Changes ix Emergency Power Generator Installation. Since there were no
persomel in the shelter during the test detonation, in order to protect the gasoline-operated
power generator in so far as possible from the effects of overpressure, the engine exhaust was
allowed to discharge directly into the air in the exhaust chamber. As was shown in the opera-
tional tests of the shelter, leakage around the wood panel between the inlet and exhaust air
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chambers was a potential hazard because of the carbon monoxide in the generator exhaust.
This leakage was subsequently eliminated by caulking and taping around the edges of the panel.

In shelters designed for actual use rather than test, the exhaust from the gasoline gen-
erator should not be discharged directly into the air in the exhaust chamber. An improved
design for the engine exhaust would utilize an exhaust system constructed of standard pipe and
pipe fittings. This line would run directly from the exhaust manifold of the engine to the out-
side atmosphere and would be equipped with a gate valve which would normally be closed as
long as commercial power is available. This would prevent possible blast damage to the gen-
erator. When the commercial power supply failed because of blast, the valve could be opened and
the generator started by one of the shelter occupants. The exhaust line above ground level
would utilize a standard tee fitting at the discharge end of the line. In this way the generator
would be protected from blast, and the hazard of carbon monoxide within the exhaust air cham-
ber or the shelter proper would be minimized.

(e) Open Shelters Vs Closed Shelters. The effectiveness of the closed shelter can be
evaluated by considering that the pressure inside would have been as high as 75 psi had the
shelter been left open, against no pressure in the shelter as tested. The residual radiation
would have been 14 r as against 10 mr in the closed shelter. Heat within 3 ft of the entrance of
the shelter would have been sufficient to cause serious burns had the shelter been left open.
These comparisons are possible by the open shelter design used by Project 33.1 (reference 1).

(0 Design Changes in Chemical Corps Filter Assembly. As previously indicated in See.
B.1.4d, the 1-hp motor coupled to the motor blower on the E36 gas and particulate filter was
overloaded in producing an air flow of 600 cfm at a static pressure of 5/z in. of water. Within
the time limitations imposed by the Teapot test program, there was insufficient time to procure
a more suitable electric motor. Although no operating difficulties were encountered due to
overloading of the 1-hp motor during this test, it is felt that a more powerful motor should be
provided for the motor blower installation if the present Revcor blower is retained in sub-
sequent filter designs of this type.

The gas gas and particulate filter with plenums and skid had a height of about 30/4 in., a
width of 27 in., and a length of 53%/, in. The steel bulkhead door between the shelter proper and
exhaust chamber has a net clearance in the width dimension of 26 in. through which the filter
unit had to be moved for final installation in the inlet air chamber. In the Teapot operation the
Z25 filter width was reduced from 27 to 251/ in. by removing the %-in. plywood cover strips
on each side of the filter. These strips were subsequently replaced prior to final positioning
of the filter unit. If the present steel bulkhead door is retained in future shelter designs, the
/4-in. plywood cover strips on each side of the filter should be replaced with thin sheet-metal
strips which will provide the necessary air seal and permit movement of the filter through the
26-in. door width without disassembly of the cover strips.

B.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMenDATIONS

B.4.1 Conclusions

(a) Dijson Shelter. Under the loading at the shelter location, the protective charac-
teristics of the shelter and Its air filtration system were not impaired by the test detonation.

(b) Pressurized Shelter. The peak overpressure encountered during the test detona-
tion did not adversely affect the efficiency of the protective ventilation of the pressurized
shelter.

B.4.2 Recommendations

(a) Air Ducting, Diffusion, and Pressurized Shelters. Weld type pipe fittings and heavy-
duty pipe should be employed in the exposed duct sections above the shelter in future designs
to provide increased resistance to damage by blast.
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(b) Wood Panel Between Inlet and Exhaust Chambers. Future designs should utilize gas-
keting together with a positive type of mechanical clamping device for the panel installation to
eliminate air leakage between the inlet and exhaust chambers.~(c) Exhaust from Gasoline-powered Electric Generator, Pressurixed Mketer. The exhaust

from the gasoline-powered electric generator in future shelter designs should not be discharged
directly into the air in the exhaust chamber but should be handled as described in Sec. B.3.2d.

(d) Design Changes in Chemical Corps Filter Assembly. (1) Motor Blower. An electrical
motor of increased power should be utilized if the present Revcor blower is retained for use
with the E s gas and particulate filter.

(2) Plywood Cover Strips on EB Gas and Particulate Filter. The %-in. plywood cover
strips on the sides of the Ess filter should be replaced with thin sheet-metal strips to permit
passage through the steel bulkhead door between the shelter proper and air exhaust chamber
without disassembly as explained in Sec. B.3.2f.

(e) Draft Gauge Installation, Pressurized Shelter. In future shelter designs the shelter
should be equipped with a permanently installed draft gauge so that the level of the protective
pressure within the structure can be readily determined at any time by the shelter occupants.
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